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ABSTRACT

A Historical Case Study of Title IX in Nevada: An Excellent Investment in Our Youth

By

Jason L. Clark

William Bauer, Ph. D., Examination Committee Chair
Professor and Graduate Coordinator of the History Department
University of Nevada, Las Vegas

The purpose of this study was to examine and document the history of Title IX in the American West, specifically at the University of Nevada, Reno (UNR), and at Clark County School District (CCSD) in Las Vegas, Nevada. This thesis contends that since the late nineteenth-century, women have utilized sports as a method to shed discriminatory stereotypes, fight for inclusion, and promote gender equality. In addition, the progressive actions of educational administrators and community leaders regarding Title IX make both UNR and CCSD exceptional institutions for gender equality. This thesis contains six chapters including the introduction and conclusion. Chapter 1 documents the history of women and sports in the United States before the passage of Title IX. Chapter 2 documents the national response to Title IX. Chapter 3 examines the history and reaction to Title IX at UNR, and my final chapter illustrates the history, response, and execution of Title IX at CCSD. Using historical case study methods, this thesis intended to provide a historical account and analysis of Title IX in the American West. Data sources included: scholarship on the history of sports in the United States, the American West, and Title IX; court documents and legal cases; magazine and newspaper articles; CCSD documents; archived oral histories; and interviews. The questions that guided this thesis were: What role did sports play in the evolution of the Women’s Movement of the 1960s and 1970s and beyond? Given the individual freedoms allowed to certain women, has the American West differed in its application and adherence to Title IX from other regions in the United States? How did UNR respond to the passage of Title IX? How did Clark County
School District respond to the passage of Title IX? How has Clark County School District complied with Title IX? This study answers these questions through my research and study of Title IX’s history and impact on both UNR and southern Nevada’s high schools. This study demonstrates that women successfully utilized sports as a catalyst to bring about awareness and change within America’s social and cultural landscape, specifically regarding gender equality. Also, the American West’s historical legacy of greater equality and opportunities for women did manifest itself during the nascent years of the women’s sports programs at UNR and CCSD. Although Title IX initially encountered fierce resistance at UNR, the community of Reno, Nevada rallied behind the pioneering efforts of civic and university leaders to help make UNR a leader in gender equity. In addition, CCSD, although initially proactive and accommodating, was later compelled into compliance by a lawsuit and further potential litigation as the challenges of rapid growth (fifth largest school district in the nation) relegated gender equality to the periphery. Yet, once presented with the challenge of providing equal athletic opportunities to its female student body, CCSD acted quickly and deliberately to remedy its gender inequality. This study demonstrates how women utilized sports as a platform from which they made efforts to bring about social changes. Also, this thesis contests that while gender equity in Nevada can be partially attributed to mandated legal action, the history of Title IX at UNR and CCSD is exceptional to the national experience. The innovative and progressive methods used by the community leaders and educational administrators of Reno and Las Vegas to provide equal opportunities often went beyond the mandates of Title IX. Finally, while women have made significant educational and athletic advancements since the passage of Title IX, there remains an enormous gender disparity among head coaches and athletic administrators at the high school and college levels.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION – THE TRANSCENDENCE OF SPORTS

Very few institutions in American society have the power to transcend class, ethnicity, and gender like sports. Since the late nineteenth-century, sports have strengthened individuals, unified communities, and helped build our nation’s identity.¹ For nearly a century and a half, sports in America have provided opportunities for individual success, the means to temporarily escape life’s trials and hardships, as well as a platform to inspire and advocate for social change.² The history of American sports is filled with inspiring anecdotes of triumph, inclusion, and progress. Yet, this narrative also contains examples of discrimination because of ethnic, socio-economic, and cultural differences. Ironically, sports became a method for many to conquer discriminatory stereotypes and achieve inclusion within American society.

For example, towards the turn of the twentieth-century, thousands of European immigrants used baseball and boxing, either as participants or spectators, as a process to become “Americanized.”³ Sharing a similar skin tone was not enough for the Irish, Jewish, or Italians to be considered American and merit inclusion into the cultural landscape. Conversely, American citizenship did not facilitate acceptance into the realm of professional sports for African Americans either. During the first decades of the twentieth-century, professional baseball team owners used Afro-Latinos to test Major League Baseball’s color line, claiming they were not black, but like the “purest bars of Castilian soap.”⁴ During World War II, Japanese Americans along the West Coast played baseball to demonstrate their “Americanism,” in an effort to combat the intense backlash caused by the attack on Pearl Harbor.⁵ In 1947, the arrival of Jackie Robinson upon the stage of professional baseball became a breakthrough in race relations that led to the dismantling of Jim Crow within twenty years. Robinson’s accomplishments

later provided opportunities for other African Americans to pursue their athletic endeavors. During the height of the Civil Rights Movement, Mohammed Ali challenged the notion that African American athletes represented racial progress. Ali argued that athletic accomplishments meant nothing if they failed to generate any meaningful economic, political, or social change. Not since Jack Johnson had America witnessed an African American boxer that generated so much controversy. However, unlike Johnson, who the press labeled as self-serving, Ali revolutionized the persona of the black athlete, using his platform in an effort to help the African American community. Ali mocked the humility of Jesse Owens and Jackie Robinson, and instead believed that only free thinking, independent-minded athletes, who openly challenged traditional attitudes of race and class, merited the spotlight.

The power to influence American culture and society did not reside exclusively with professional athletes. Decades before the National Football League (NFL) became the nation’s most popular sport, young African American men like Paul Robeson and Jack Trice struggled for racial equality on college campuses and football fields. Their struggle represented a broader, national civil rights narrative where these young men played a crucial role in reshaping American attitudes and policies regarding race relations. College coaches, like Don Haskins of Texas Western College, challenged the discriminatory norms of college basketball and sparked a civil rights controversy by starting five African American players in the 1966 NCAA men’s basketball championship. Haskins victory over Adolph Rupp’s all-white Kentucky team became known as the “emancipation proclamation” of southern college sports which caused the segregated schools of the mighty South-East Conference (SEC) to rethink their policies for recruiting African Americans.

---

from 1961 to 1997, recruited the first African American (Charlie Scott) to play for the Tarheels and played a significant role in the dismantling of segregation in the state of North Carolina.\textsuperscript{11}

From high school basketball courts in rural North Carolina, to professional baseball fields in the Brooklyn, to boxing rings in Nevada, sports have provided athletes, both amateur and professional, with the opportunity and platform to advocate for social inclusion and racial equality. But what about women? What role did sports play in women’s history and their struggle for gender equality? More specifically, how were women’s athletics received and how were women able to use sports to fight for equality? This study aims to examine and document the history of women and sports, both nationally and in Nevada, in order to analyze the impact of sports upon the women of Reno and Las Vegas, Nevada.

As one of Clark County School District’s (CCSD) first head coaches for girls’ flag football, I witnessed first-hand the incredible energy and enthusiasm with which female student athletes embraced the opportunity to compete in high school athletics. The very first flag football meeting at Green Valley High School had such a large turnout that I had to move the meeting from the student meeting room, which seats two hundred, into the auditorium, which holds two thousand. I counted more than three hundred young women and parents eager to participate in the district’s newest sport. Despite the incredible turnout at Green Valley, CCSD had low expectations for participation in and popularity of the inaugural 2012-13 flag football season since the district did not charge admission to attend games. However, as our team continued to win, the players gained more respect and exposure from the student body. The team became a daily feature during the school’s morning announcements. In turn, more students, faculty, and members of the community attended games and became interested in what we were creating and accomplishing. As our record reached 20 wins and 0 losses, we became the talk of the school district, and the flagship program for girls’ flag football. We were featured on several TV stations and in multiple newspaper articles.\textsuperscript{12} By the end of the season, we became a Nevada sports phenomenon.

\textsuperscript{11} Tomlinson, Tommy. “Precious Memories.” \textit{ESPN the Magazine}, March 5, 2014.
\textsuperscript{12} Torrez, David. “This Is Not Powderpuff”. Filmed [February 2013]. YouTube video, 01:47. Posted [February 2013]. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UTGimv0hqAY.
However, it was not my team alone that reaped the benefits of CCSD’s newest sport. More than nine hundred female student-athletes received the opportunity to compete interscholastically for their school. For some, it was their first time playing a sport. For others, flag football became the sport of choice for the winter season, replacing basketball, bowling, and soccer, which CCSD and the Nevada Interscholastic Athletic Association (NIAA) moved to the fall. CCSD created flag football not just to replace girls’ soccer as a winter sport, but to comply with the demands of the NWLC (National Women’s Law Center), which filed a claim against CCSD in 2010 charging the district of providing its female student body with substantially fewer athletic opportunities, a violation of Title IX.13

In 1972, President Richard M. Nixon signed into law the Omnibus Education Amendments Act. Title IX of the Act reads, “No person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any educational program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.”14 Title IX legislation originated in the civil rights movement of the 1960’s when discriminatory laws and sexist attitudes emanating from university administrations and state executives excluded minorities and women from collegiate academics and athletics. While the Civil Rights Act of 1964 made it unlawful for an employer to fail or refuse to hire or to discharge any individual with respect to race, color, religion, sex, or national origin, the law made no mention of mandating gender equity for secondary education opportunities. In 1960, women comprised just thirty eight percent of enrolled college students.15 Title IX intended to close the gender equity gap at all educational institutions that receive federal funds. Furthermore, Title IX applies to every single feature of education, including financial assistance, student insurance and health benefits, physical education, and athletics. Since Title IX’s inception, women have made significant gains in gender


equality in the classroom and on the fields of athletic competition. Today women outpace men in college enrollment, making up 72.3 percent of college campuses, while the University of Connecticut and the University of Tennessee have produced successful and profitable women’s basketball teams.\textsuperscript{16} Moreover, women’s participation in sports has risen 560% at the college level and 990% in high schools.\textsuperscript{17} Despite the progress that Title IX has generated for women’s equality in education and athletics, the playing field remains uneven, with the most egregious imbalances coming from within our high schools. High schools across the country fail to provide equal opportunities for girls to take part in sports. Bob Gardner, the chief officer of the National Federation of State High School Associations stated, "High school is where the Title IX action is."\textsuperscript{18} Additionally, many high schools and colleges choose to cut athletic programs all together rather than comply with the mandates of Title IX.\textsuperscript{19}

Nevada’s Clark County School District (CCSD) is no stranger to controversy regarding Title IX. On April 1, 2008, assistant U.S. Attorney Eric Johnson filed an emergency action lawsuit against the Nevada Interscholastic Activities Association (NIAA). The NIAA had voted to move the Class 4A high school girls’ soccer season from the winter to the fall, which would align with northern Nevada’s school districts, allowing for a single state champion to be determined. Johnson’s daughter, Emma, was a member of Green Valley High School’s girls’ volleyball team, also a fall sport, however, per NIAA regulations, a student-athlete may only compete in one sport per season. The new NIAA rules would force her to choose between soccer and volleyball. In Johnson et al v. Nevada Interscholastic Activities Association (2008), Johnson alleged the NIAA violated Title IX by limiting the number of athletic opportunities


\textsuperscript{17} “Title IX Myths and Facts.” Women's Sports Foundation. (Accessed December 30, 2016).


during the winter season, and that either the NIAA sanction Class 4A girls’ soccer in southern Nevada or CCSD establish another field sport to be played in the winter starting in 2008-09.

On November 10, 2010, the National Women's Law Center (NWLC) filed administrative complaints against twelve school districts across the country, including CCSD, of which Green Valley High School is a member. The NWLC accused CCSD of failing to provide equal opportunities for female high school students under Title IX’s three-part gender equity test, citing that in 2006, according to the Civil Rights Data Collection, sixteen of CCSD’s thirty-one high schools reported significant female athletic participation discrepancies, violating a Title IX mandate that requires the percentage of female athletes to be within five percent of the total female student body. According to the NWLC, approximately four thousand female students within CCSD lacked the opportunity to participate in sports. Two years had passed since the Johnson case and CCSD still failed to provide an alternative winter sport for girls. CCSD was out of step with Title IX.20

In order to comply with the NWLC complaint and Title IX, CCSD promised to evaluate its female student body and the existence of any unmet athletic interests by September 2013. CCSD also assured the NWLC that it would immediately assess whether female students were cut from a team and discuss the possible creation of freshmen and junior varsity levels of an existing sport, or offering an additional sport.21 In 2011, CCSD issued a survey to determine the interest of adding more athletic activities for women. Overwhelmingly, women voted to add competitive cheerleading, but that activity is not sanctioned under the terms of Title IX, and would not help the district comply with the NLWC’s complaints.22 Lacrosse received the second largest number of votes; however, the lack of equipment and knowledgeable coaches prompted the district chose to implement the students’ third choice, flag football. The 2012-2013 school year marked the inaugural women’s flag football season with thirty-five schools

fielding a varsity team. Today, women’s flag football is the fastest growing sport in Nevada, and in the
country. In December 2015, ESPN’s *Sportscenter* featured Carolina Velasquez of Green Valley High
School as part of their Top 10 highlights for her remarkable one-handed catch drawing comparisons to
Odell Beckham, Jr. of the New York Giants. All of CCSD’s high schools have freshmen, junior varsity,
and varsity teams. Moreover, the academic year of 2016-2017 marked the first year that the NIAA will
sanction flag football as a state-sponsored sport, and declare official state champion. This decision by the
NIAA is evidence of the growing popularity of the sport in southern Nevada as it provides hundreds of
athletic opportunities to the young women of CCSD. Yet, the decision to field women’s flag football is
not without its detractors. According to several CCSD female coaches, the district chose flag football as a
quick, inexpensive solution to its failing athletic participation rates for females. Some argue while flag
football provides opportunities for girls to participate in high school sports in southern Nevada, they are
not the same opportunities because, unlike every boy’s sport, there are no collegiate flag football teams.
Furthermore, the addition of flag football promulgated an already glaring discrepancy between the
number of male and female coaches at CCSD. Only six of the thirty-four original teams fielded in 2012
had a female head coach.

While scholars have studied the history of Title IX at the University of Nevada, Reno (UNR), the
history and influence of Title IX on southern Nevada’s high schools has yet to be examined. My thesis
will illustrate how the Clark County School District navigated multiple financial and social challenges,
which ultimately prepared the district for the implementation of Title IX. CCSD’s experiences with Title

27 According to the original document provided by CCSD to all flag football head coaches at the beginning of the
2012-13 season. This document provided team information as well as a breakdown of regions and divisions.
IX reveal an ongoing process to provide young female athletes with equal athletic opportunities in one of the fastest growing cities and school districts in the United States. As the fifth largest school district in the country, CCSD’s history with Title IX can serve as a benchmark for Title IX compliance for the rest of the nation’s school districts. This study provides both a national and regional (the West) historical context of women and athletics in order to compare and contrast the response and effectiveness of Title IX throughout the country.

This study is conducted within the framework of “western exceptionalism.” American historians view the West as an exceptional place. Frederick Jackson Turner argued that the American West served not only as a geographical location, but a process by which the formation of American democracy became possible. Historian Patricia Limerick challenged Turner’s thesis by contesting that the frontier was not simply a process by which Euromericans became American, but a “meeting ground of peoples,” a place where different ethnicities and women competed with others (particularly white male settlers) for land and property, as well as cultural domination. Limerick recognized not only the existence of women and other ethnicities in the American West, but their importance and participation in western American history. For generations, the West represented freedom and opportunity. Events such as the California Gold Rush, accompanied by the cultural ideology of Manifest Destiny, facilitated the mass migration of millions of inspired Americans into the West in search of economic opportunity with the help of the California, Oregon, Santa Fe, and Mormon trails. Lured by the “great female shortage,” the American West also provided women with unprecedented freedoms and opportunities while they attempted to assist, civilize, and care for their male counterparts. The West needed rural women to populate, domesticate, and pacify the territory. Many western states allowed single women the authority to own property and

granted suffrage rights long before the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment.\textsuperscript{32} In the West, women possessed opportunities for social mobility and gender equity during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, unlike other parts of the country.\textsuperscript{33} However, additional rights and social autonomy remained far from a universal experience shared by women in the West.

This multicultural, male-dominant region of the country forced women to navigate their lives through an imbalance of power, particularly women of color. Women developed a solid sense of identity as they both assimilated into and resisted western culture, throwing traditional concepts of sex, dating, and marriage into a state of flux. Citing examples of Anglo and Hispanic women in nineteenth-century New Mexico, women, viewed as passive victims, transformed themselves into active agents as they connected their experiences to larger patterns of struggle and abuse.\textsuperscript{34} As nations and societies competed for resources, land, and cultural domination, women in the West needed to perform domestic and economic duties in the face imminent violence, while severely outnumbered, and from a position of social inferiority, often times emerging with a greater sense of self-worth, confidence, and an increase in social autonomy.\textsuperscript{35} The West offered women opportunities for social mobility and gender equity during the nineteenth and twentieth century’s unseen in other parts of the country, which begs the question: Given the extraordinary individual freedoms allowed to certain women, has the American West differed in its application and adherence to Title IX from other regions in the United States? While legal pressures from individuals and civil rights organizations helped to facilitate gender equality and Title IX compliance, his thesis contends that the progressive, egalitarian attitudes prominent in the American West did translate into several examples of advanced execution of Title IX in Nevada.

\textsuperscript{33} \textit{Ibid.} 28.
\textsuperscript{34} Jameson, Elizabeth, and Susan H. Armitage. \emph{Writing the Range: Race, Class, and Culture in the Women’s West}. Norman, OK: Univ. of Oklahoma Press, 1997. 88.
\textsuperscript{35} \textit{Ibid.} 45.
Not all historians of the American West subscribe to idea that women enjoyed greater levels of gender equality and social autonomy in the late nineteenth-century, early twentieth-century western United States. Historians Albert Hurtado and Susan Armitage describe the “underside” of western history regarding the violence committed against women of the frontier. According to Hurtado, the shortage of females in the American West led to the hyper-sexualization of women; perpetuated by prostitution.\textsuperscript{36} Armitage argues that women of the West experienced disproportionate amounts of violence, both publicly (rapes and killings) and privately (domestic violence) than other regions of the country.\textsuperscript{37} Additionally, historians Quintard Taylor and Shirly Ann Wilson Moore contend that navigating the West proved especially difficult for women of color. Despite their legal status as free women, African American women relied upon an arbitrary justice system that depended upon the attitudes and temperaments of state governors and local magistrates. Moore argues that while Anglo and Latino women did experience varied social privileges, African American women constantly fought for simple rights like access to education, employment, and even public transportation.\textsuperscript{38}

The issues of the Civil Rights and Feminist movements of the middle twentieth-century engulfed multiple facets of American society including employment, education, and politics. These very same concerns of inequality and discrimination dominated the American sporting landscape as well. However, this phenomenon cannot be solely applied on a grand, ambiguous scale. A case study of the West, particularly the state of Nevada and its public institutions, provides local examples regarding the evolution of gender rights, as specifically determined by

\textsuperscript{36} Hurtado, Albert L. \textit{Intimate Frontiers: Sex, Gender, and Culture in Old California}. Albuquerque, NM: University of New Mexico Press, 2003. 42.


\textsuperscript{38} Taylor, Quintard and Shirley Anne Wilson Moore. \textit{African American Women Confront the West, 1600-2000}. Norman, OK: University of Oklahoma Press, 2008. 86.
Title IX, as well as additional cases of compliance and conflicts experienced because of broader social changes brought upon the larger American cultural landscape. As a state rich in western history and heritage, how did Nevada, specifically the University of Nevada, Reno (UNR) and Clark County School District (CCSD), (the nation’s fifth largest) react to the passage and implementation of Title IX? Did the legacy of sports in the West mirror its reputation for freedom and opportunity? The Gender Equity Scorecard ranked the University of Nevada Reno best in the country for its commitment to providing women opportunities in sports in 2006 and 2007.\(^39\) In 2012, there existed only six female athletic directors out of 347 Division 1 institutions governed by the NCAA.\(^40\) The state of Nevada claimed two of them, UNR’s Cary Groth and University of Nevada Las Vegas’ Tina Kuntzer Murphy, with Desiree Reed-Francios taking over for Murphy in April, 2017.

Measured by today’s standards for compliance, UNR is exemplary, however a closer study of the history of Title IX at UNR provided by the University of Nevada Oral History Program (UNOHP) and other interviews provided by Pack PAWS, the booster, fundraising, and supervisory body affiliated with UNR’s women’s intercollegiate athletic program, reveals how until the 1970s, university executives and athletic department officials minimized the importance of women’s athletics at UNR, citing concerns about the durability of the female body, a lack of resources, and a preference for men’s sports. These prevailing attitudes led to reduced budgets, fewer opportunities, less qualified coaches, and inferior facilities for female athletes. As Title IX became the law of the land, UNR officials and local politicians balked, citing UNR’s existing progress in gender equity and financial difficulties. Despite the efforts of UNR executives to minimize the effect of Title IX at UNR, efforts to comply with the new anti-gender

---

\(^39\) Barber, Alicia, Mary Larson, and Allison Tracy. *We Were All Athletes: Women's Athletics and Title IX at the University of Nevada.* Reno, NV: University of Nevada Oral History Program, 2011.

discrimination law began to play a more significant role in the actions of university administrators as social pressure, both locally and nationally, increased. Despite UNR’s initial reluctance to implement Title IX in a timely manner, university officials and local politicians experienced a transition of opinion regarding gender equality in sports, from opposition to understanding, which resulted not only in compliance with Title IX, but the creation of one of the most exemplary college sports programs in the nation in terms of gender equity. This case study also includes the state of women’s athletics at Clark County School District (CCSD) before Title IX and an illustration of the growing challenges facing the institutions as it dealt with rapid growth, multiculturalism, and the prevailing, dominant philosophies concerning sports for women. CCSD proved to be innovative and progressive in its approach to Title IX. In 1971, CCSD established a women’s interscholastic athletic program, a year before Title IX legislation became the law of the land. CCSD’s proactive attitude towards Title IX left the state of Nevada without a true state champion in girls’ sports until 1977, when Washoe County School District in Reno finally created a sufficient girls athletic program. Despite CCSD’s initial proactivity towards Title IX, decades of rapid growth, fiscal constraints, and labor shortages diverted energy and resources away from girls’ athletics until a civil rights lawsuit redirected the districts attention towards gender equality within its athletic programs. As a result, CCSD has demonstrated a commitment to provide more athletic opportunities to its female student body by hiring a Title IX consultant, providing additional levels of existing sports, as well as the implementation of a new, fast growing sport, flag football. CCSD’s experience with Title IX and its solutions to gender equity can serve as a benchmark for other school districts that are struggling to provide equal athletic opportunities.

Title IX has been the subject of recent scholarship by historians Karen Blumenthal and Susan Ware, who provide a historical background concerning the implementation, challenges to, and eventual acceptance of Title IX. Through the use of contrarian points of view by legislators, policy makers, and athletes, Ware encourages analytical thinking about gender equity both in athletics and in American society overall. Historians Andrew Zimbalist and Nancy Hogshead-
Makar focus on several case laws that have shaped Title IX’s gender equity initiatives. Zimbalist and Hogshead-Makar illustrate how since its inception; Title IX has survived legal challenges ranging from organizations like the NCAA to individual student-athletes. Moreover, they argue that critics of gender equity and its negative effects on men’s sports rest not with Title IX, but with the wasted expenditures and spiraling costs of football, in addition to poor administrative decisions and budget allocations.\footnote{Hogshead-Makar, Nancy, and Andrew S. Zimbalist. \textit{Equal play: Title IX and Social Change}. Philadelphia, PA: Temple University Press, 2007.}

Historians Pamela Grundy, Alicia Barber, and Susan Emmerich Ritter wrote regional accounts of Title IX and women’s sports. Grundy illustrates the development of sport and education in North Carolina and its impact upon the social and cultural norms of the Tar Heel State. Through basketball, Grundy argues that women harnessed the momentum of the civil rights movement and shed negative stereotypes.\footnote{Grundy, Pamela. \textit{Learning to Win: Sports, Education, and Social Change in Twentieth-Century North Carolina}. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2001.}


The history of Title IX at UNR provides a unique geographical interpretation and perspective unique to the western region of the United States. While scholars have studied the history of Title IX nationally and at specific institutions like UNR, the history and influence of Title IX on southern Nevada’s high schools has yet to be investigated.

My thesis consists of four chapters. In my initial chapter, “A History of Women and Sports before Title IX,” I will document the evolution of women’s sports and athletics before the
passage of Title IX. Key points will include the emergence of the Victorian female athlete
during the 1920’s and how women began to shed cultural restraints and social stigmas of the
fragility of the female body. While women from all classes have played and succeeded
individually in athletics, this study focuses upon female athletics within an amateur,
interscholastic framework. Finally, I will explain the formation of organizations dedicated to
women’s sports, free from the influence of men, such as the Association for Intercollegiate
Athletic for Women (AIAW).

In my second chapter, “Implementing Title IX: Reaction and Response,” I examine the
initial reaction of the nation to the passage of Title IX, including specific legal challenges to
prevent its implementation and other measures taken to provide universities and organizations
with exemptions to the new law. In addition, I illustrate specifically the National Collegiate
Athletic Association’s (NCAA) objections and subsequent takeover of collegiate women’s
athletics, as well as the multiple attempts made by the Ronald Reagan presidential administration
to weaken the size and scope of Title IX. Chapter three, “A State Response: Nevada” details the
establishment and evolution of women’s athletics at the University of Nevada, Reno (UNR) as
well as the university’s reaction to the passage of Title IX. Through the use of oral histories
from former student-athletes, coaches, and administrators at UNR, I document the varying
reactions and responses to Title IX by athletes, university officials, and state politicians.

In the closing chapter, “Clark County School District and Title IX,” document the history of
women’s athletics and Title IX in Clark County School District (CCSD), including the documentation of
two specific legal challenges to CCSD and its response to the following allegations of Title IX violations
by the lawsuits of assistant U.S. Attorney Eric Johnson and the NLWC. CCSD has provided unique case
studies concerning the implementation and compliance of Title IX in southern Nevada.
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This case study is an examination of the implementation and execution of Title IX in a historical context, both nationally and locally, in order to determine if the experiences at UNR and CCSD make it exceptional as compared to the rest of the country. Through my research and study of Title IX’s impact on UNR and southern Nevada’s high schools, I determined that the challenges and solutions to gender equity in classrooms and on playing fields provided by UNR and CCSD are unique to Nevada and the nation.
CHAPTER 2: A HISTORY OF WOMEN AND SPORTS BEFORE TITLE IX

The evolution of women’s sports in the United States was a phenomenon that took place alongside social movements for civil rights. Throughout United States history, women have organized and fought against gender discrimination resulting in more opportunities and prominent roles in American society. The Women’s Suffrage Movement, World War II, the Civil Rights Movement, the Black Power and Chicano Movements, and the Women’s Rights Movement created multifaceted networks of individuals and organizations that jointly emphasized equality among all levels of society. However, similar to the experiences of women who campaigned against slavery during the Abolition Movement of the mid-nineteenth-century, women discovered that while they remained vigilant and committed to bringing equality to African Americans, Asian Americans, Native Americans, Hispanics and other minority groups, they often found themselves relegated to the periphery within these movements. As African-Americans raised awareness of their perceived second-class social status and renewed their demands for equality; they consequently emboldened women to reevaluate how they too remained marginalized. According to historian Katherine Hanson, the defining moment for the United States and soon-to-be-formed Women’s Movement, was the struggle for civil rights. “Women began to demand a larger role in the civil right movement. Through this, black women leaders, white women leaders, and hundreds of other women forged a new political identity, “Hanson said. From the fundamental principles of the Civil Rights Movement emerged a new feminist campaign, resulting in more equitable opportunities in employment, education, and athletics, culminating in the passage and implementation of Title IX of the Education Amendments Act of 1972.44

The history of Title IX spans nearly one hundred and seventy years of continuous social, cultural, and political resistance to the prevailing masculine notions and expectations of feminine sexuality and behavior. In the United States, athletic competition served as the forum in which boys and men proved their masculinity. In this capacity, sports have served as a method to achieve victory, legitimacy, and
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manhood. Conversely, women seeking to participate in sports have been historically discouraged and marginalized from athletic competition by sexist ideologies ranging from the fear of women infiltrating a masculine sphere, to questioning the durability and capabilities of the female physique.\footnote{45} It is during the negotiation of masculinity and femininity of the Victorian Era that the narrative of Title IX begins.

Towards the end of the nineteenth-century, as middle and upper-class women gained greater access to higher education, many became eager to explore newly discovered freedoms outside of the home and sought to become more involved in clubs, sports, and athletic competition similar to their male counterparts.\footnote{46} During this time, there emerged a growing philosophical movement that originated in England characterized by manliness, patriotic duty, the physical beauty of athleticism, and “the expulsion of all that is effeminate, unEnglish, and excessively intellectual.”\footnote{47} Known as “Muscular Christianity,” this conviction infiltrated America’s colleges and universities, contradicting the prevailing notions of limiting women’s physical activity.\footnote{48} During this time, three prominent social prejudices discouraged women from participating in sports and rigorous physical activities. First, upper and middle classes of the Victorian era required women to fulfill social expectations of femininity. Restrictive clothing such as corsets, in addition to petite figures and pale skin, were trademarks of a desired feminine identity, whereas tanned skin and muscled bodies represented women from racial groups and the working class. These social expectations did not apply to women of the lower and working classes, however, conventional attitudes relegated women from all classes to specific gender roles such as mother, wife, and homemaker. Social expectations such as these severely limited women’s abilities to navigate their own lives. Sports provided freedom of movement, promoted social interactions, and inspired notions of independence. Third, people argued that a woman’s highest social responsibility was that of child-bearer,
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and participating in athletic activity might jeopardize a woman’s ability to reproduce. In 1874, Dr. Edward Clarke argued for the frailty of the female body in, *Sex in Education; or, A Fair Chance for Girls*. He attributed the deaths of several female students to mental and physical fatigue, referring specifically to Miss F----, “she lost her health simply because she undertook to do her work in a boy’s way and not in a girl’s way.” Women who engaged in sports risked being given such labels by their male counterparts as “tomboy,” or “mannish,” or thought to be homosexual. Dudley Allen Sargent, one of the earliest instructors and advocates for physical education, perpetuated such attitudes. Dr. Sargent, while director of Harvard’s Hemenway Gymnasium, promoted the connection between physical fitness and mental sharpness, as well as insisted that physical training be a part of the curriculum for every college and university. Sargent however, encouraged a separate training regimen for females as he believed most physical exercises made a woman less feminine, “athletics are making girls bold, masculine, and overassertive; they are destroying the beautiful lines and curves in her figure, and are robbing her of that charm and elusiveness that has so long characterized the female sex.”

Decades after the Civil War, rapid industrialization and urbanization changed the economic and social landscape of the nation. Men moved from the fields into factories where they found work on the shop floor and in the burgeoning white-collar sector. Earning a wage no longer required the masses to toil in labor-intensive agriculture but more sedentary, less physically demanding work provided by white-collar work. As men distanced themselves from traditional labors and tasks that once proved ones “manliness,” there grew a concern that man had become “over-civilized.” The values of physical education, made popular by the philosophy of Muscular Christianity, addressed these very concerns of

masculinity and began to take hold as more colleges and universities developed physical education
departments, resulting in the belief of sports as a necessary element in the development of manhood and
proper health.\textsuperscript{55} However, the philosophy of Muscular Christianity pertained only to middle and upper-
class white males.\textsuperscript{56}

The social restrictions upon women’s physical activities lessened as athletics became more
acceptable as part of a college education. American psychologist and educational reformer John Dewey
asserted that a comprehensive education was best facilitated by doing and experimenting. Dewey’s
modifications to education echoed the importance of physical activity within an educational
environment.\textsuperscript{57} As higher education progressed, suitable women’s athletic activities evolved to include
moderate exercises such as bowling, bicycling, and walking. Even though women’s participation in
sports was becoming more acceptable, the traditional practice of separating the sexes remained. Senda
Berenson, physical educator at Smith College and the “Mother of Women’s Basketball” argued, "Rough
and vicious play seems worse in women than in men. A certain amount of roughness is deemed necessary
to bring out the manliness in our young men. Surely rough play can have no possible excuse in our young
women."\textsuperscript{58}

By the 1910’s, popular periodicals and magazines started to recognize the emergence of a new,
bold, spirited woman, shedding prior Victorian restraints, daring to enter social and political spheres
previously reserved for the opposite sex. This transition from the “soggy matron” into the “hardy sun-
tanned girl” coincided with a burgeoning interest in sports in America.\textsuperscript{59} College football, professional
baseball, and international competition in tennis, golf, and the Olympics, inspired a whole new generation
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of participants and spectators. While men recognized and accepted changing feminine ideals, as well as their athletic and professional achievements in fields previously accessible only to men, they remained dedicated to preserving their spheres of masculinity and were not ready to acquiesce entirely to feminine claims of equality and desires for egalitarianism. In 1911, author A.G. Aflalo commented on the defeat of champion golfer Mr. H.H. Hilton by Miss Cecilia Leitch, “A new epoch in the athletic emancipation of the sex was inaugurated by the victory of a lady golfer over one of our foremost champions, and, with women fiercely navigating airships and aeroplanes, there seems, short of polo and the football field, no outdoor pastime closed to them.” Aflalo asserted that women remain physically inferior, “a woman’s place in sport is to be in moderation. It is fine to see her getting health and enjoyment out of outdoor exercise, but not to devote herself to it with the same passion as the opposite sex.”

In the 1920s, female progress in the social and political realms, as well as the athletic achievements of Gertrude Ederle, Stella Walsh, and Babe Didrikson Zaharias, fueled individual sports for women. Known to her family as StanisIawa Walasiewicz, Stella Walsh won the gold medal at the 1932 Olympic Games in Los Angeles, California as a twenty-one-year-old. For a quarter century, Walsh was the greatest all-around female athlete in the world. The Helms Athletic Foundation in Los Angeles named her the “greatest female athlete” of the first half of the twentieth-century. On August 6, 1926, Gertrude Ederle, already an owner of three Olympic gold medals for swimming, became the first woman to swim the English Channel. Ederle’s accomplishment went far to disprove sexist notions of feminine athletic inferiority.

Women’s intercollegiate sports remained strictly governed by academic institutions and continued to function primarily outside of the spotlight. By the 1930s, men remained heavily involved in
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intercollegiate competition whereas collegiate sports for women continued between students in intramural contests rather than between institutions. Women’s collegiate athletics included intramural, club, and sorority matches, with limited intercollegiate contests during featured “Play Days,” where colleges chose their best intramural teams and sent them to compete informally against other teams in their respective areas. By 1936, “Play Days” became the preferred form of intercollegiate competition among seventy percent of colleges. Unlike their male counterparts, whose fierce competitive nature thrived upon victory and school pride, women’s sporting contests remained more social than competitive. Coaches of early women’s sports were overwhelmingly female physical education teachers who purposefully developed and encouraged the “education model” of athletics that deemphasized winning in favor of a non-competitive environment in which education and the application of social values were the desired outcome. This philosophy represented both a conscious decision, in response to the commercialization and corruption of men’s athletics, and a consequence of extremely limited resources. Female coaches and instructors, fully aware of the problems that infiltrated collegiate men’s athletic competition, protected their teams from corruption and preserving the integrity of amateur sports. While men’s games reached new levels of popularity, female physical educators believed the way men orchestrated intercollegiate sports was wrong, as they abandoned the values of sportsmanship and fair play, in favor of large crowds and the sensation of winning, signifying the evolution of amateurism into big business.

Determined to maintain female athletics in an environment free from unrestrained competition, female coaches and physical educators created the National Amateur Athletic Foundation (NAAF) to organize intercollegiate competition for women. The NAAF created an opportunity for female physical educators, coaches, and administrators to maintain strict control over the philosophy, rules, and guidelines for women's intercollegiate competition. The goals for the NAAF included to “play for play’s sake,”

facilitate fair competition, limit travel and awards, discourage individualism, and place qualified women in positions of power and influence in order to maintain and preserve the social values of competition. The motto became, “Every girl in a sport and a sport for every girl.”

By the 1930s, the social status of women evolved dramatically. The passage of the Nineteenth Amendment renewed women’s vigor to obtain more social, economic, educational, and political freedoms. Recognizing the achievements of middle and upper-class women, the press and public coined a new term for them, the “New Woman.” The “New Woman” came to represent an active, college educated, progressive social reformer, dedicated to assisting other women in fields like nursing, education, social work, and politics. Historian Ellen Wiley Todd also contends the new working-class woman crossed class, ethnic, and gender boundaries by re-shaping ideas of leisure and heterosexual interactions. During the early 1900s, the efforts of these female reformers also resulted in modest advancements for women in sports and collegiate competition as competitive events for college women increased.

The onset of the Great Depression stunted these gains. The Depression of the 1930s left millions of Americans unemployed and reemphasized the need for women to remain in the home as the need for women to resume their roles as mothers, wives, and homemakers superseded their desires to pursue athletic endeavors. The women’s movement and its associated achievements stagnated until the Second World War, when millions of women entered the military or joined the workforce to fill the void left by their male counterparts. The return to the workplace provided women with a renewed sense of accomplishment, confidence, and self-esteem. By demonstrating an ability to equally accomplish tasks previously performed by men, many women believed they could achieve similar success on the playing fields of athletic competition. With World War II in full swing, women experienced unprecedented
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athletic opportunities in collegiate and professional sports, including the first college golf championship for female athletes in 1941, sanctioned by the National Section on Women’s Athletics of the American Association for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, or AAHPER, and the creation of the first woman’s professional athletic team in 1943, the All-American Girls Baseball League.73

As interscholastic and professional competition for women spread across the country, so did the need for women to govern and take control of the fast-growing interest among women in competitive sports. From the beginning of women’s collegiate athletics, female physical educators like Berenson discouraged competition and winning in favor of the physical and social benefits of sports. Women in charge of physical education departments witnessed how a lack of institutional control plagued the men’s games resulting in a resolve not to allow such actions to infect their games. In the years following World War II, multiple controversies and scandals emerged from men’s college sports, including debates over payments to athletes, recruiting violations within football programs, and the 1951 college basketball point-shaving scandal, involving players from the City College of New York, Long Island University, and the University of Kentucky, which earned the National Collegiate Athletic Association’s (NCAA) first “death penalty” in 1952.74 Determined not to allow such shameful acts into the women’s games, administrators in charge of college sports programs maintained competitive sports within an educational construct, especially with growing accounts of male athletes avoiding schoolwork, receiving bribes from booster clubs, and participating in gambling operations. The creation of new organizations including the Division of Girls and Women’s Sports (DGWS) and the Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics for Women (CIAW) signified a collective effort to both promote and protect the integrity of women’s interscholastic competition.75

The progress of women in sports during the 1950’s, and 1960s, is directly accredited to a new wave of feminism that emerged out of two revolutionary, cultural phenomena: the civil rights movement of the mid-twentieth century, and the publication of Betty Friedan’s *The Feminine Mystique*. The Civil Rights Movement challenged existing racist and sexist ideologies that relegated women and people of color to the periphery of economic, educational, social, and political opportunities. For example, in 1960, thirty eight percent of women in the work force remained mired in traditional female occupations of nursing, education, and secretarial work. Professional programs regularly avoided pregnant and married women. According to one medical school supervisor, “Hell yes we have a quota… We do keep women out when we can.” In 1960, women comprised only six percent of medical doctors and three percent of lawyers. Additionally, the percentage of women attending a college or university in 1960 averaged just thirty seven point nine percent. According to a 1964 Report of the Virginia Commission for the Study of Educational Facilities, the Virginia’ higher education system denied admission to nearly twenty one thousand women, whereas not one male student was rejected. Additionally, according to Kathrine Hanson, reluctant students, faculty, trustees, and administrators, fearing that more women would change their power structures, resisted efforts to admit women, to develop new programs for women, or to explore gender-neutral teaching strategies and curriculum. Aptly named by Bernice Sandler as “the chilly climate,” this atmosphere of intimidation and rejection went beyond the classroom as male students resented female competition, making life more uncomfortable for their female counterparts. This gender-based hierarchy of employment and education received national media attention because of the
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efforts made by women’s organizations, politicians, and prominent feminists, leading to a call for legislative solutions at the federal level.

As a result of this push for new civil rights, the social consciousness of America changed with the passage and enforcement of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The passage of the Civil Rights Act culminated decades of passionate struggle and sacrifice of women in order to achieve gender equality in the workplace. The enactment of this new law became perhaps the most remarkable and improbable congressional achievement in American history. After the House of Representatives approved the bill with a two hundred and ninety to one hundred and thirty votes, the pro-segregation “Dixiecrats” of the Senate provided unprecedented resistance in the form of a seventy-five-day filibuster. On June 19, 1964, the bill finally passed with seventy-three votes in favor to twenty-seven votes against.\(^83\) This new legislation forced White Americans to recognize and repair nearly two hundred years of cultural discrepancies, as the new law allowed marginalized Americans to challenge discrimination and harassment.

In 1963, the publication of Betty Friedan’s *The Feminine Mystique*, emboldened the women’s movement for social justice and reform. Credited for launching the “second wave” of feminism, Friedan argued that in post-World War II American society, a woman’s value depended upon the fulfillment of their respective gender roles, “that the highest value and only commitment for women is the fulfillment of their own femininity.”\(^84\) Friedan argued that women are more than mothers, child bearers, and housewives, and that the relegation of women into such roles led to unprecedented levels of unhappiness. Friedan’s criticism of psychologists, educators, and media, which championed the “unsatisfying feminine ideals of home making,” inspired women to seek personal fulfillment outside of the home by pursuing educational or employment opportunities, marking a turning point in women’s attitudes and behavior concerning traditional gender norms and expectations.\(^85\) New civil rights legislation, in combination with


a new feminist movement, inspired the creation of new activist groups like the Women’s Equity Action League (WEAL) and the National Organization for Women (NOW). The modern Women’s Movement inspired profound cultural changes regarding the role of women in American society, leading to more women entering the workforce and universities. Ironically, as more women gained access to these institutions, they experienced an increased dissatisfaction concerning huge disparities in wages, advancement opportunities, sexual harassment, and gender-segregated jobs. It was not until 1973 that the Supreme Court banned the use of gender-based employment listings. The publicizing of these issues by various women’s organizations and politicians contributed to a substantial awakening of America’s social consciousness, resulting in more anti-discrimination legislation.\textsuperscript{86}

This new wave of activism created an environment in which women demanded additional control over their economic, educational, and athletic opportunities.\textsuperscript{87} By the 1960s, women’s national athletic organizations became more assertive in their control over women’s intercollegiate sports. In 1957, the DGWS announced that women’s intercollegiate programs “may” exist, however in 1963, the organization declared that women’s intercollegiate programs “should” exist.\textsuperscript{88} In 1967, AAHPER consolidated all of the competing committees and associations of women’s interscholastic sports into one organization, the Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics for Women (CIAW). Katherine Ley, president of CIAW declared, “Children growing up need heroines as well as heroes. We suspect that the naming of national champions each year in the different sports will make sports activity seem more desirable and will motivate less talented girls all over the country to learn sports skills and to enjoy sports on their own.”\textsuperscript{89} In 1972, the CIAW became the Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women (AIAW) because of the need for a more formal structure to oversee and administer women’s collegiate national
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championships. The development of their own governing body, free from the corruption and influence of men, provided a sense of ownership and security. In 1974, AIAW president Carole Oglesby made the organizations’ goals apparent in its Policy Statement, “We believe sport is an important aspect of our culture and a fertile field for learning. The sense of enjoyment, self-confidence, and physical well-being derived from demanding one’s best performance in a sport situation is a meaningful experience for the athlete… Programs in an educational setting should have these benefits as primary goals.”

The successful administration of women’s intercollegiate sports generated mixed responses from the men’s collegiate administrative community. While the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA) vowed to assist to the burgeoning group, the NCAA investigated a potential takeover of all college championships. In 1972 Walter G. Byers, executive director of the NCAA, wrote to the AIAW, “The question of whether the NCAA is the organization to take this job [of governing women’s sports] is a question yet to be determined.” Both the NCAA and AAU tried to lure women’s sports organizations into their own camp as well as assert control over U.S. amateur sports. In 1963, Byers informed the DGWS leaders that “we are trying to shape up women’s programs for both basketball and track and field.” During the 1960s the NCAA, a men’s organization, created separate federations in women’s basketball, gymnastics, and track and field, which the DGWS and AAU perceived as a direct threat to their authority and control over women’s sports. The actions of Byers and the NCAA reveal that despite the significant gains made by women in the workforce, politics, and athletics, male administrators in collegiate sports believed women remained incapable of managing interscholastic championships.

Byers’ letter concerning the ability of the AIAW to effectively govern women’s intercollegiate athletics, marked the beginning of multiple actions that attempted to undermine the AIAW’s authority,
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hoping to assert the NCAA as the sole organization to oversee all of college sports. The NCAA’s effort to annex the AIAW and initiate its own women’s championships was in fact Plan B. The NCAA initially tried to destroy all legislation that would provide government regulations for women’s college sports, setting the stage for numerous legal battles that spanned several presidential administrations.

The 1960s provided significant social advancements for both women and minorities, including the Equal Pay Act of 1963, increased control over women’s intercollegiate athletics, the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and the Voting Rights Act of 1965. Moreover, new laws and federal regulations modified educational policy, allowing access to education to those who had been formerly left out. However, previous legislation failed to protect women from discrimination in education. While Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibited employment discrimination based upon gender, it failed to provide similar protection in education, as colleges and universities remained excluded from Title VII. Likewise, Title VI of the Civil Rights Act prevented race-based discrimination in education by institutions that receive federal funding, but initially mentioned nothing of women as a protected class.

In 1969, Bernice Sandler, a part-time educator at the University of Maryland inquired as to why she was not even considered for full-time faculty position within her department. She was told that despite her fine qualifications, she “came on too strong for a woman.” This inspired Sandler to campaign to end gender discrimination in education with the support of the Women’s Equity Action League (WEAL). Beginning in 1970, Representative Edith Green of Oregon held the first congressional hearings on equal opportunities in education and employment for women. While reading a report from the Commission on Civil Rights, Sandler discovered Executive Order 11246, which applied to federal contractors and the prohibition of discriminatory employment practices on the basis of sex. Universities
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held federal contracts because they received federal funds, thus making them subject to the executive order. Sandler contacted the newly formed Federal Contract Compliance office within the Department of Labor and discussed with director Vincent G. Macaluso the possibilities of filing a formal complaint. In January 1970, with the assistance of the Labor Department’s woman’s bureau and WEAL, Sandler filed a class-action complaint against the University of Maryland, citing a pattern of discrimination against women in the admission quotas in the undergraduate and graduate programs, inadequate financial aid, and discriminatory hiring policies. Over the next two years, Sandler filed two hundred and fifty complaints against other colleges and universities. Sandler’s efforts garnered the attention of Representative Green and earned her a job as a consultant to Rep. Green’s Subcommittee on Higher Education. Beginning in 1970, Representative Edith Green of Oregon, a member of WEAL’s advisory board, held the first congressional hearings on equal opportunities in education and employment for women.

In 1971, Sandler, with the assistance of Representative Green and Representative Martha Griffiths of Michigan, began to draft Title IX legislation to be introduced later that year. Green organized the hearings and began to arrange for the testimonies of women throughout higher education and the leaders of WEAL. Hoping to receive additional supportive testimony, Sandler invited the American Council on Education to Capitol Hill, yet they refused to send members to testify claiming, “There is no sex discrimination in higher education.” Rep. Green initially intended to amend Titles VI and VII of the Civil Rights Bill, strengthening women as a protected class however, African American leaders worried that any amendments to the previous legislation might weaken coverage for black students. Drawing on the language used in the Civil Rights Act, Sandler, Green, Griffiths, and Senator Birch Bayh of Indiana created the first piece of legislation specifically prohibiting discrimination in education on the basis of sex: “No person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation in,
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be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education program or activity receiving federal financial assistance.”101 Representative Green, with the support of Representative Shirley Chisholm of New York, the first African American woman elected to Congress, Senator George McGovern of South Dakota, and Senator Bayh, introduced the bill to Congress in 1971 as a separate amendment, Title IX. The hearings lasted seven days and witnessed testimony from wide array of educational professionals both for and against the bill. Representative Green said, “All I want and all I ask is that if two individuals, a man and a woman, come to college or university and they have equal credentials and apply for admissions, that they be treated as equals.”102 In addition, Chisholm argued that during her entire political career her gender had been “a far greater handicap than [her] skin pigmentation.”103 Notwithstanding protests from the universities of Harvard, Yale, and Princeton, claiming they would “suffer” if they had to accept women on the same basis as men, and assertions from the New York Times that “motivated by the best intentions such legislation is educationally unsound” because men and women have different educational aspirations, Title IX received little negative attention.104 With the assistance of educational associations and their congressional supporters, the bill passed in June 1972 and signed into law by President Richard M. Nixon on June 23, 1972.105

**Conclusion**

The increased acceptance of women’s sports within American society coincided with socially conscious efforts to reduce race and gender discrimination. At the turn of the twentieth-century, more women gained access to education and explored new freedoms away from traditional domestic roles, including athletics and its accompanying opportunities for expanded social interactions. As women took on more mentally strenuous tasks, it became more acceptable to engage in physical activities that were
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once perceived as harmful to the body or unbecoming of a woman. American views towards women changed once again after the suffrage movement granted them new political freedom. As women proved themselves capable of making important societal decisions, they achieved the freedom to expand their influence in other areas of society including sports. World War II facilitated women with additional opportunities outside of their traditional domestic duties as industrial workers and leaders of the home, garnering a new respect and appreciation that women parlayed into more opportunities including athletics. From the end of the Second World War until the 1970s, a steady growth of women’s participation in education and sports ensued, as well as increasing support for women’s intercollegiate athletics, in part, because of the gains achieved through the Civil Rights and Feminist Movements. Title IX, an extension of Title VI and Title VII, provided the basic framework for combating gender discrimination in education and athletics, however in 1972, the year of its inception, Title IX remained far from a finished piece of legislation.
CHAPTER 3: THE NATION RESPONDS TO TITLE IX

“The facilities thing will get worse. Girls haven’t figured out yet how to use the urinals.”

– John Roberts, Secretary of the Wisconsin Interscholastic Athletic Association

“It’s unfortunate. Title IX is rather simple: don’t discriminate on the basis of sex.”

– Sen. Birch Bayh

What began as an effort to fight sexist hiring and admission practices among America’s institutions of higher learning evolved into a government mandate requiring equal opportunities for women, in education, in employment and sports, as well as providing safe learning environments and protection from sexual harassment. Multiple legal challenges and judicial interpretations transformed Title IX from a bill about equal educational opportunities into a law that prevents gender discrimination. For example, as historian Welch Suggs argues, similar to the Civil Rights Act of 1964 where additional pages of rules and punishments clarified the new law, Title IX required a series of regulations and guidelines published by the executive branch of the federal government to explain how educational institutions should comply. Despite decades of legal interpretation and clarification, Title IX remains highly controversial to this day because of its impact upon both women and men’s athletic teams at the middle school, high school, and college levels. Through the examination of several instrumental case laws, including the “Tower Amendment,” the “Javits Amendment,” the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare’s (HEW) final regulations of 1975, HEW’s final policy interpretations of 1979, Grove City v. Bell (1984), Franklin v. Gwinnett County Public Schools (1992), Cohen v. Brown University (1996), and Ollier et. al. v. Sweetwater Union School District (2010), we can see how Title IX policy evolved. We

may also evaluate Title IX’s initial effect upon the nation, specifically how student-athletes, colleges, and organizations chose to either abide by the new law, challenge it, or attempt to exempt themselves from compliance.

By the time Title IX passed in 1972, women already made substantial advancements in both amateur and professional sports. Women’s participation in high school sports was on the rise and the AIAW organized and oversaw intercollegiate national championships for multiple women’s sports, as well as conducted efforts to acquire equal funding and recognition from their own campuses.\textsuperscript{108} In 1973, professional female tennis player, Billie Jean King, five time Wimbledon singles champion and the first “Sportswoman of the Year” by \textit{Sports Illustrated}, accepted a challenge from male tennis star Bobby Riggs to compete in a “Battle of the Sexes” exhibition tennis match.\textsuperscript{109} The then fifty-five-year-old Riggs, a two-time U.S. Open and five-time Wimbledon champion, had been making a living by playing in exhibition matches for large side bets from his opponents. Riggs succeeded in enticing one of the world’s top ranked female players, Margaret Court of Australia, and dispatched her in straight sets, setting up his challenge to King. Giving her no easy way out, King accepted Riggs’ challenge and in front thirty-five thousand people, quickly defeated Riggs in three straight sets winning $100,000.\textsuperscript{110}

King’s acceptance of Riggs’ challenge occurred during an important time for women in the United States. Women actively engaged in social demonstrations, searching for and demanding equality.\textsuperscript{111} The Battle of the Sexes symbolically represented those desires. Worried about a potential loss King said, “It would ruin the women’s tour and affect all women’s self-esteem.” King did not simply view the contest as a fight for women’s equality, King, already conscious of a new bill that sought to provide equal funding for girls and women’s amateur sports saying after the match, said, “Title IX had just passed and I wanted to help change the hearts and minds of the people to match the legislation.”\textsuperscript{112}

\textsuperscript{111} \textit{Ibid.}
More important than personal victory, Sports Illustrated writer Curry Kirkpatrick believed King provided a greater sense of pride and strength to the women’s movement in front of the entire nation, “Seldom has there been a more classic example of a skilled athlete performing at peak efficiency in the most important moment of her life.” Despite King’s accomplishments, plenty of work remained in order to convince America that women deserved equal educational and athletic opportunities. As of 1972, women’s opportunities to compete professionally remained quite limited. Women’s college teams remained plagued by a lack of recognition and money, with most programs relying upon self-transportation, cheap lodging (often with opponents), and with brown bag lunches or fast food to eat.

Legislation banning gender-based discrimination in education met relatively little resistance however, Title IX’s impact on intercollegiate sports generated the fiercest opposition. According to Representative Edith Green of Oregon, a key contributor to Title IX legislation, Title IX advocates deliberately avoided women’s sports as part of the debate, fearing that the inclusion of athletics into the bill would generate undesired controversy and detract from the broader intentions of the legislation. Gender equity means more than simply an increase in opportunities for women, gender equity moved across the boundaries of society and prompted reform in the family and the workplace, in community organizations, and in local and national politics. Although sports, sporting equipment, and facilities were among several issues raised at the hearings, Title IX’s inclusion of sports initially received minimal criticism. During congressional hearings regarding Title IX legislation, Senator Peter H. Dominick from Colorado questioned bill sponsor Senator Birch Bayh saying, “In what way is the Senator thinking here? Is the Senator thinking in terms of dormitory facilities, is the Senator thinking in terms of athletic facilities or equipment? Or are we dealing with just educational requirements?” Bayh replied, “I do not
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read this as requiring integration of dormitories between the sexes, nor do I feel it mandates the desegregation of the football fields. What we are trying to do here is provide equal access for women and men students to the educational process and the extracurricular activities in a school.”¹¹⁷

Colleges and athletic associations realized Title IX’s potential. Unlike other social spheres such as education, employment, or politics, the preface of Title IX advocates for the partition of male and female athletes, requiring a “separate but equal” format.¹¹⁸ Initially Title IX demanded that sex-separated sporting realms be “equitable.” In this case, equitable referred to participation opportunities, athletic scholarships, game and practice times, travel costs, coaching budgets, facilities, medical services, housing, dining, and media coverage.¹¹⁹ The prospect of having to provide equal funding, facilities, teams and opportunities for women involved, or who desire to be involved, in college sports inspired the then-all-male NCAA to remove the application of Title IX to intercollegiate sports all together. The NCAA was Title IX’s most prolific opponent.¹²⁰

Before to the passage of Title IX, the NCAA explored the possibilities of acquiring the administrative duties concerning intercollegiate women’s championships under the premise that the DGWS needed advice and proper governing procedures from the NCAA. In 1967, NCAA Council member Arthur W. Nebel of the University of Missouri, justified the creation of a study commission that considered the feasibility of establishing appropriate machinery for the control and supervision of women’s athletics, “It was recently brought to the Council’s attention that an increasing number of NCAA institutions are sponsoring intercollegiate athletic events for women. Some of these institutions have sought the advice of the Association… This should not be misconstrued as an effort on the part of the NCAA to establish women’s championships.”¹²¹ Later that fall, NCAA director Walter F. Byers fired

a “shot across the bow of the AIAW,” when he presumed the NCAA would be the preferred organization
to “supervise and control women’s intercollegiate sports.” According to Donna A. Lopiano, president
of the AIAW, the NCAA’s actions assumed that because the NCAA administered men’s intercollegiate
sports exclusively, the Association could be liable for not permitting women to participate in its
championships on the grounds of the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. The
women’s leadership feared (correctly) an all-out takeover of women’s intercollegiate athletics.

In 1973, while big-time universities spent millions of dollars annually on athletic budgets for
football and men’s basketball, the AIAW faced their first challenge to their philosophy of amateurism and
“play for play’s sake.” Female tennis players at Marymount College and Broward Community College in
Florida sued the AIAW over the ban on scholarships, contesting that no matter the reason for the ban, as
long as men received athletic scholarships, the colleges needed to provide equitable benefits. The
AIAW settled out of court, agreeing to award athletic scholarships but at a cap of only eight per year.
According to historian Ying Wushanley, this decision dealt a major blow to the ethos of women’s
intercollegiate athletics, whose principles included the idea of providing educational benefits and friendly
competition free from the corruption and the win-at-all-cost mantra of the men’s programs. The
awarding of scholarships marked a watershed moment in women’s collegiate athletics that set-in motion a
series of changes to women’s intercollegiate programs including a new emphasis on recruiting, coaching,
and winning. In 1976, the first bidding war over a coach erupted between the University of Kentucky
and the University of Tennessee over the services of Pat Summitt. It was during these fundamental
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changes to women’s athletic programs that the NCAA made its move to exempt itself from all Title IX legislation.

**The Tower Amendment**

The NCAA viewed Title IX as a threat to its financial livelihood by potentially cutting into its revenue producing sports and scholarships. Given that major universities spent millions of dollars annually on athletic budgets, the Association Council of the NCAA began formal lobbying efforts to block the reach of the new law. In 1974, as HEW (the designated executive force of Title IX) finalized its first draft concerning the regulations on college sports, Senator John Tower of Texas introduced an amendment to the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, which called for the exemption of “revenue-producing sports” from Title IX. “This section shall not apply to an intercollegiate activity to the extent that such activity does or may provide gross receipts or donations to the institution necessary to support that activity.”\(^\text{129}\) Later that year, while on the senate floor in defense of his proposed amendment, Senator Tower contested that colleges were not providing sufficient athletic opportunities for male or female students. Tower claimed that further demands put unfair strains upon future athletic budgets, “Impairment of the financial base of the revenue-producing activity threatens not only the viability of that activity, but the viability of the entire athletic program.”\(^\text{130}\) Sen. Tower further argued that Congress never intended sports to be a part of Title IX and therefore deserved separate legislation to guarantee equal opportunity for women.\(^\text{131}\)

After two years of developing guidelines and regulations to better execute the complicated and contentious new law, HEW finally released its initial draft regulations of Title IX. The final draft ignored Senator Tower’s “revenue-producing sports” exemption, but instead included a series of regulations and provisions for each educational institution to follow including: separate teams for members of both sexes.

\(^{129}\) *Congressional Record* 1974, May 20, 1974, vol. 120, pt. 15: 322.

\(^{130}\) *Ibid.*

where selection of each member is based upon competitive skill; an annual determination of student interest, affirmation efforts to inform the student body of all athletic and training activities, and the provision of equal athletic opportunities.\textsuperscript{132} While the updated HEW regulations required equal opportunities for women in sports, HEW steered clear of any Affirmative Action mandates that required schools to provide sex-separate athletics as well as equal aggregate expenditures. There was no requirement for the budget of the football team to resemble that of women’s tennis or lacrosse. As the country digested the revised HEW regulations, Congress moved forward with the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, deleting the Towers Bill in favor of alternative legislation provided by Sen. Jacob Javits of New York.\textsuperscript{133}

\textbf{The Javits Amendment}

Despite the NCAA’s objections, the Javits Amendment became part of the Education Amendments Act on July 1, 1974. Instead of exempting revenue-producing sports from Title IX, the Javits Amendment provided HEW with more authority to issue public regulations, similar to those already included in its initial draft. This new provision did not call for the equal distribution of funds among sports, nor did it consider additional expenditures on football rather than women’s softball as discrimination, but instead, with respect to intercollegiate athletic activities, required that reasonable provisions considering the nature of particular sports, i.e. event management needs, be reflected. In other words, event and uniform expenditures on sports with large crowds or expensive equipment needs are not required to be matched with sports with less financial obligations.\textsuperscript{134} NCAA director Byers immediately opposed the Javits Amendment and the new HEW draft regulations claiming both violated the law because sports programs did not receive federal funds. According to Byers, “[the regulations] were vague, ambiguous, and lacking in specific standards,” and that “enforcement necessarily will be
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subjective and erratic.” Byers continues, “[the regulations] are arbitrary, exceed HEW’s statutory authority, and will seriously damage athletic programs for student-athletes of both sexes.” The intensive resistance by lobbyists, the NCAA, and more than nine-thousand seven-hundred comments from the public, forced department secretary Casper W. Weinberger to revisit the final draft regulations with the legal objections of the NCAA in mind. In May of 1975, HEW publishes its final regulations, which to this day, is the only section of federal laws that represent gender equity in athletics.

1975 Title IX Regulations

On June 4, 1975, President Gerald Ford, a former member the University Michigan football team, signed the renovated HEW regulations that contained a number of more specific provisions regarding gender equity and athletics. Whereas the initial draft regulations contained a vague definition of equal opportunity, the new version addressed issues brought forward by the NCAA, including the identification of specific areas such as practice times, coaching, and facilities for which schools needed to provide “equal athletic opportunity” for both sexes. Furthermore, compliance with Title IX requires more than merely the opportunity for women to try out for (and not make) men’s teams (excluding contact sports), which would have barred all but the most athletically-talented women from participating. These new regulations also provided a separate section that athletic scholarships should be rewarded upon the degree of interest and participation of male and female student-athletes, not proportionality. The resolution read, “Neither quotas nor fixed percentages of any type are required under the regulation.” Under its publicity provision, “Unequal aggregate expenditures for members of each sex or unequal expenditures for male and female teams will not constitute noncompliance with this section, but the Assistant Secretary may consider the failure to provide necessary funds for teams for one sex in assessing equality of opportunity for members of each sex.” The regulations set a timetable for compliance: One year for elementary schools and three years for high schools and colleges. After months of uncertainty and inaction,
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administrators who desired to move forward with supplying equal athletic opportunity to women and girls “breathed a sigh of relief,” while those opposed to the new law, like the NCAA, needed to consider the changes that might be required.\textsuperscript{137}

Despite the unveiling of a new set of regulations concerning gender equity within intercollegiate sports, the NCAA continued to exhaust its legal options in hopes of overturning the new law. In 1978, the NCAA filed suit against Joseph Califano, Secretary of HEW, maintaining its initial objection that intercollegiate athletics must be exempt from Title IX on the basis that they do not receive federal funding. While rendering the United States District Court’s decision, Justice Eugene O’Connor not only described the court proceedings as “the most over-briefed presentation in the court’s recent experience.” The court ruled in favor of HEW, declaring that the NCAA suffered no injuries and that it lacked standing because Title IX does not affect the NCAA.\textsuperscript{138}

Although Title IX overcame significant public criticism and legal challenges, more obstructions remained, including an ineffective bureaucracy. On November 23, 1975, in a speech to the New York Women’s Political Congress, Senator Birch Bayh, an architect of Title IX, lamented his frustrations saying, “As bad as HEW has been in processing complaints and pursuing enforcement, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) has been worse… The struggle for the equality of women in America is not a hobby or a fad, it lies in the heart of a vital principle.”\textsuperscript{139} By July 1978, high school and college athletic departments filed ninety-two complaints. Despite the transitional grace period provided by the 1975 HEW regulations, questions remained concerning what constituted compliance. In 1978, in an attempt to clarify the definition of compliance, HEW offered a renewed “Policy Interpretation,” which stated that a school or college achieved compliance with the law if it “eliminated discrimination in financial support and other benefits and opportunities in its existing athletic program.” It continued, “an institutional policy that includes procedures and standards for developing an athletic
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program that provided equal opportunities for men and women to accommodate their interest and abilities.”

Critics of the new policy interpretation argued that equality depended upon money spent on male and female athletics, on a per capita basis, and was roughly equal to the awarding of athletic scholarships, recruiting budgets, and the allocation of operating costs. Using “per capita” measures caused significant opposition because it closely represented a quota system as well as contradicted the Javits Amendment. HEW received more than seven-hundred complaints following the release of the new policy interpretation, inspiring several leading feminine organizations to get involved.

Women’s organizations such as the Women’s Equity Action League (WEAL) and the National Organization for Women (NOW) became heavily invested in Title IX after having labored behind the scenes to secure the law’s passage. Frustrated by the inability of HEW to clarify and administer the new law effectively, NOW’s Legal Defense and Education Fund established the Project of Equal Education Rights (PEER) to monitor progress in the enforcement of federal laws, specifically against gender discrimination in education. PEER began an analysis of every complaint regarding gender discrimination in both elementary and secondary schools and quantified the data to determine the nature of the complaint and time required for resolution. PEER released its assessment of HEW and its capacity to resolve Title IX issues in a report titled, “Stalled at the Start,” as indicated by the title, the report provided an evaluation of HEW’s enforcement record. PEER’s evaluation revealed numerous cases where HEW failed to investigate, and in some instances even respond to the claims of alleged victims of sexual harassment, “For half a decade, HEW’s action to enhance equal opportunity in the schools has been negligible. HEW failed to bring relief to our citizens who asked for help in gaining equal treatment in their schools.”

The report suggested several steps the government must take in order to better
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enforce Title IX including: publicizing and clarifying the law; holding staff members accountable; and providing adequate staff training and supervision.

Even after the three-year transition period, the qualifications of compliance remained problematic. In addition to NCAA v. Califano (1980), the negative PEER review of HEW, and more than seven-hundred comments and complaints by the public, inspired HEW officials to bring college presidents and athletic officials to Washington for formal meetings on the most recent policy interpretation. During June and July of 1979, HEW visited eight university campuses, including Stanford University, to see how athletic programs functioned. On December 11, 1979, HEW published a final policy interpretation that varied substantially from the previous policies of 1975 and 1978. The final policy removed the “per capita” assessment method and a new focus was placed upon the daily challenges of operating a collegiate athletics program. The most significant adaptation of the policy was the clarification of the compliance process and a means to assess it through the establishment of the “three prong test.”

**A Policy Interpretation: Title IX and Intercollegiate Athletics (1979)**

Standing in contrast to the previous HEW policy interpretations, the final Policy Interpretation of 1979 not only clarified the definition of “equal opportunity” in intercollegiate athletics, but provided factors and standards by which the Office of Civil Rights (OCR) may determine whether or not an institution is compliant in providing equal opportunities in education and athletics, or if any discrepancies which may exist between men’s and women’s athletic programs are justifiable and nondiscriminatory.

The Policy Interpretation of 1979 contains three sections: compliance in Financial Assistance (Scholarships) Based upon Athletic Ability, Compliance in Other Program Areas, and Compliance in Meeting the Interests and Abilities of Male and Female Students.
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According to the scholarship section, colleges and universities must award athletic scholarships in a manner that reflects the gender makeup of athletes on varsity teams. For example, if an athletics program has fifty male athletes and fifty female athletes, the school must appropriate fifty percent of its athletic budget for scholarships towards each gender. The next section regarding other program areas specifically referred to separate arenas in which athletic departments must provide equal benefits to both sexes including: equipment and supplies; scheduling of games and practices; travel and per diem allowances; coaching budgets; additional academic resources; locker rooms and facilities; medical and training expenditures; housing and dining; and recruiting resources. According to the discretions of the Director of the OCR, this list remains subject to expansion. The final section stated that high schools and colleges must “determine the athletic interests and abilities of their students.” Schools must provide an appropriate selection of sports and appropriate levels of competition, as well as survey the student body for participation and suggestions. The Policy Interpretation offers a rubric containing three choices that became known as the “three prong test,” and remains the OCR’s official method for determining Title IX compliance to this day. Colleges and universities must comply with at least one of the following options:

1. Have substantially the same proportion of female athletes on varsity teams as the proportion of female students in the undergraduate population.
2. Be able to prove a “history and continuing practice” of expanding programs for women.
3. Be able to show that the institution is fully and effectively accommodating the interests and abilities of women on campus.

The Policy Interpretation established two ways in which the enforcement of Title IX is initiated: compliance reviews and complaints. Periodically, HEW will select a number of institutions to review for compliance and all complaints alleging gender-based discrimination filed to HEW must be investigated in a “timely” manner. Criticism quickly ensued while the NCAA remained devoted to defeating Title IX
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however, the progress made through civil rights legislation of the 1960s and 1970s soon faced an unprecedented counterattack from a new conservative political force.

The year 1980 began with encouraging numbers concerning female participation in high school and intercollegiate sports. The number of female high school athletes increased thirty-three percent while thirty percent of all college athletes were women.\textsuperscript{150} However, the nation experienced the emergence of a new political ideology at the time, one of a limited federal government. Named the “Initial Backlash,” the election of Ronald Reagan as President of the United States mirrored a growing frustration with recent civil rights laws, laws considered by many conservative congressmen and women, and their constituents to be an overreach of the government’s powers.\textsuperscript{151} According to Terrell H. Bell, the second-ever secretary of education, Republican staffers at the White House openly made racist and sexist jokes, referring to Title IX as the “lesbians’ bill of rights.”\textsuperscript{152} Minority and gender rights in employment, housing, education, and athletics became targets of the new administration in efforts to roll back the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Voting Rights Act of 1965, and the Fair Housing Act of 1968.\textsuperscript{153} One policy in particular, Title IX, fell into the new administration’s crosshairs. In an attempt to reduce the size of government, the Reagan administration targeted several government agencies for removal, including the Department of Education. The HEW divided into two separate agencies: The Department of Health and Human Services and the Department of Education. This meant that the responsibility of enforcing Title IX regulations fell upon the Office of Civil Rights (OCR), a division with the education department, resulting in the dropping of hundreds of alleged violations involving gender discrimination in athletics. In addition to reducing the size and budget of the OCR, the Reagan administration attempted to shrink the scope of the agency’s reach. Whereas the previous administrations interpreted the application of Title IX towards all institutions that receive federal funding in any capacity, Reagan bureaucrats revised the rules
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to include institutions that receive program-specific funding, penalizing only those departments receiving financial assistance from the government.\textsuperscript{154} The decision to reduce the power and influence of Title IX resulted in several lawsuits that prompted Congress to intervene.\textsuperscript{155}

In the spring of 1981, Dewey E. Dodds, Director of the OCR, received a complaint of sexual discrimination from several female athletes at the University of Richmond. Under the instruction of the Secretary of Education Terrell H. Bell, Dodds subsequently wrote Richmond’s president to inform him that his institution had been selected for a “Title IX Compliance Review of their intercollegiate athletic department.” The university responded by disputing the OCR’s jurisdiction because the athletic department did not receive federal funding and thus was exempt from a Title IX compliance evaluation. In \textit{Richmond v. Bell} (1982), the appellate court ruled in favor of the University of Richmond because its intercollegiate athletic program, which received separate funding than the library, received no federal funds, thus exempting itself from any Title IX violations.\textsuperscript{156} The Reagan administration chose not to appeal, choosing to support the institution. This ruling compromised the purpose of Title IX as high schools and colleges could potentially discriminate within specific departments and programs that did not receive federal dollars such as housing, academics, and athletics. The Department of Education dropped almost every complaint, as did the courts, ending the rapid growth of women’s sports across the country.\textsuperscript{157}

\textit{Grove City College v. Bell} (1984)

In a similar case introduced in 1977, Grove City College in Pennsylvania refused to sign a Title IX compliance form issued by the OCR that mandated that all of the school’s activities became subject to federal regulations. Unlike the University of Richmond, Grove City College argued that only its students
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receive financial aid in the forms of student loans and government grants, not specific programs. In the case *Grove City College v. Bell* (1984), the Supreme Court ruled in a six-to-three decision to uphold the government’s position that Title IX’s jurisdiction was limited to only those specific programs within an educational institution that receive federal funds. Justice Lewis F. Powell wrote the majority opinion, “It should be noted that there was not the slightest hint of any failure to comply with Title IX, safe the refusal to submit an executed assurance of compliance with Title IX. This refusal was obviously a matter of conscience and belief.”158 The results of *Richmond v. Bell* and *Grove City College v. Bell* set a damaging precedent for future gender discrimination cases within educational institutions. Whereas Title IX and the OCR’s jurisdiction once pertained to all schools that received federal funding, the OCR was now powerless over college programs that did not benefit from government financial assistance that could potentially include a university’s housing, transportation, academic, and athletic programs.159 Following the Supreme Courts’ decision, the Department of Education, as well as the courts, began dropping nearly all of its complaints and cases of gender discrimination, signaling for the time being, a pause in the progress of civil rights reforms. The Supreme Court’s decision to limit the scope and effectiveness of Title IX also generated immediate criticism by members of Congress from both sides of the aisle including the Republican Senator from Kansas, Bob Dole.160

**The Civil Rights Restoration Act (1987)**

Dole and other congressional representatives made it a goal to reverse the trend of reducing civil rights legislation by first targeting and overturning the *Grove City* case. Dole and his supporters sponsored a new bill, the “Civil Rights Act of 1984,” to solidify the position of Title IX, Title VI, Title VII, the Rehabilitation Act and the Age Discrimination Act, that all programs funded by the government remained obligated to comply with said laws. The bill passed in the House of Representatives by a count
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of 375 to 32; however, the Senate failed to muster enough support. Unlike the previous Title IX congressional hearings, the issue of gender discrimination in sports became the focal point for debate surrounding the new bill. Notwithstanding its initial defeat, Congress reintroduced the bill each year until 1987, when, to the chagrin of President Reagan, it finally passed in both the House of Representatives and Senate. The new legislation soon faced its most significant challenge when Reagan promptly vetoed the bill. Reagan reasoned, “The truth is this legislation isn’t a civil rights bill. It’s a power grab by Washington, designed to take control away from states, localities, communities, parents, and the private sector and give it to the federal bureaucrats and judges. One dollar of federal aid, direct or indirect would bring entire organizations under federal control… I ask every senator and representative to rise above the pressures of an election year… by sustaining my veto of this dangerous bill.”¹⁶¹ Despite President Reagan’s plea, Congress overwhelmingly overrode his veto, and the Civil Rights Restoration Act became law in March 1988. The new law reversed Grove City, restoring full coverage of Title IX provisions prohibiting gender discrimination in education by recipients of federal funds. The Civil Rights Restoration Act also restored the coverage of other statutes that prohibited discrimination on minority status, disability, and age; all premised on the receipt of federal funds.¹⁶²

While the 1970s produced significant legislation for gender equality, made possible through the synergy of the civil rights movement and the feminist movement, the 1980s proved to be an impasse in the advancement of women’s athletics for two reasons. First was the emergence of a conservative presidential administration that attempted to decrease big government and limit progressive social ingenuities. Second was the elimination of the largest administrative body of women’s intercollegiate athletics, the AIAW. While Grove City proved to be the most damaging to the enforcement of Title IX, the NCAA’s appropriation of AIAW not only ended amateurism and the “play for play’s sake” education

model, but it also led to a methodical dismissal of female leadership within college athletics, setting the stage for future, more serious complications.\footnote{Welch, Suggs. \textit{A Place on the Team: The Triumph and Tragedy of Title IX}. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press. 2005. 90.}

Before the passage of Title IX, the NCAA showed no interest in women’s collegiate athletics or the AIAW as men’s college programs continued to gain popularity, power, and prestige. However, the emergence of a government policy that prohibited gender discrimination in education and athletics raised concern for the future of men’s interscholastic sports and the NCAA’s autonomy. The NCAA spent much of the 1970’s trying to destroy Title IX legislation through their power and influence within the judicial system. The NCAA not only lost their case against HEW in \textit{NCAA v. Califano} (1978) and their endeavor to exempt “revenue-producing sports,” but it also failed to strike down the HEW regulations of 1975 and the 1979 Policy Interpretation. After failing to strike down Title IX legislation, the NCAA determined that women’s sports had “gained sufficient status,” and decided annex women’s intercollegiate sports.\footnote{Hogshead-Makar, Nancy, and Andrew S. Zimbalist. \textit{Equal Play: Title IX and Social Change}. Philadelphia, PA: Temple University Press, 2008. 106.}

After its creation in 1972, the AIAW fought to become a successful organization. In just four years, the AIAW garnered corporate sponsorships and television coverage of their national championships while catapulting women’s basketball in nationwide popularity. By 1982, the AIAW created 42 national championships and grew from a charter into an organization with 971 institutional members.\footnote{Ware, Susan. \textit{Title IX: A Brief History with Documents}. Long Grove, IL: Waveland Press, Inc., 2014. 11.} Because of new television and radio contracts, women’s intercollegiate sports received more national exposure and became a profitable enterprise. In a preemptive strike to gain control over women’s sports, many university athletic departments, which were gender segregated, merged the women’s physical education program with men’s athletic departments.\footnote{White Jr., Gordon S. “Are Women's College Sports Units in Peril?” \textit{New York Times}, 1980: C16. Print.} These actions resulted in a gender hierarchy of leadership, as men became official administrators while female teachers and coaches received assistant and secondary positions, usually under the supervision of a male athletic director. Men
controlled women’s sports on campuses around the country, a responsibility and domain once held exclusively by women. Yet the question remained, who would ultimately govern women’s sports? As the AIAW gained its own television market and Title IX provided government funding to women’s athletic programs, NCAA officials began to aggressively eye women’s sports, specifically how to administer their own national championships for female student-athletes. The NCAA made serious offers to the AIAW about merging, however the AIAW interpreted this action as a response to the emergence of Title IX and potential profits derived from television contracts, and refused the NCAA’s offer.167

Byers did not give up on acquiring the burgeoning business of intercollegiate women’s sports. In its annual Association Council meeting in 1975, the council concluded, “It is not feasible or desirable for the NCAA to confine future services and programs only to male student-athletes… Integrated or coordinated programs at the national level cannot be achieved if separate male and female national organizations are left to accomplish it through bilateral agreements.”168 The NCAA had declared its desire not only to conduct its own intercollegiate national championships for women, but to become the singular governing body over all of college sports as well. In 1980, Byers was one step closer to exclusive control over women’s college sports. Divisions II and III within the NCAA voted to administer women’s championships in basketball, volleyball, swimming, and tennis. The following year during its annual convention, the NCAA membership voted to expand its committees and assign women to leadership positions, and to establish a three-year conversion period for schools to acclimate to NCAA rules. The motion carried 383 to 168.169 The association then elected to institute Division I championships for women in basketball, swimming, tennis, cross-country, and outdoor track and field. The vote narrowly passed 128 to 127, essentially rendering the AIAW obsolete.170 During the 1981-82 academic year, the NCAA introduced twenty-nine women’s championships in twelve sports. During the
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same season, the AIAW suffered a substantial decline in membership and contribution. AIAW’s loss in membership dues totaled $124,000, which represented nearly twenty-two percent of the dues collected the previous year.\textsuperscript{171} Nearly half of those institutions leaving the AIAW chose to place their women’s sports programs under the governance of the NCAA. Even among those schools that remained with the AIAW, a significant amount chose to participate in NCAA events in favor of the AIAW. In a last effort to preserve itself and the integrity of the women’s game, the AIAW filed a lawsuit against the NCAA, alleging that the NCAA violated sections 1, 2, and 3 of the Sherman Antitrust Act. The AIAW claimed by utilizing its monopoly power in men's college sports, the NCAA facilitated its entry into women's college sports to eliminate the AIAW.\textsuperscript{172} The district court found that the NCAA did not attain monopoly power in women's sports during the 1981-82 season, the only year the NCAA competed with AIAW. The court later considered whether the NCAA intended to monopolize women's sports by means of its dues and reimbursement guidelines. With the burden of proof squared upon the AIAW, the court determined that AIAW failed to prove the NCAA acted with the intent to monopolize women’s intercollegiate athletics.\textsuperscript{173}

The loss of the AIAW proved to be far more significant than simply losing an amateur, educational model for athletics. The appropriation of women’s athletics by the NCAA changed the nature of the battle, but the fight for gender equality had just begun.\textsuperscript{174} Women in leadership positions such as coaches, officials, medical trainers, marketers, and administrators now served in a duplicate capacity alongside their male counterparts, resulting in a systematic reduction in the number of female employees within the colleges and universities. The loss of a female presence within the administration, recruiting, and coaching fields in women’s athletics posed another threat to the evolution of gender equity as sexism infiltrated schools and athletic programs. Women’s athletic programs no longer had a majority voice or in the least an influential advocate for the preservation of certain sports within the athletic program. As
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athletic directors faced the burden of Title IX compliance, budgets, and the allocation of funds, many times the quickest solution was to dissolve costly and unpopular sports like gymnastics and wrestling. However, the elimination of specific programs in order to balance athletic budgets and comply with Title IX faced direct challenges by those college athletes whose sports no longer existed.175


Throughout the late 1970s and 1980s, Title IX underwent extensive challenges and changes. However, as most disputes settled out of court, the new stipulations included in the 1979 Policy Interpretation and the three-part-test remained free from any significant litigation until 1992.176 In order to manage a projected budget deficit, Brown University’s president, Vartan Gregorian, asked new Athletic Director, Dave Roach to cut $78,000 from the athletic department’s $5-million-dollar budget as part of the university’s austerity program. Roach removed two men’s programs (golf and water polo) and two women’s programs (gymnastics and volleyball). By eliminating the four programs, the school saved more than $78,000, with more than $62,000 coming from the women’s teams.177 Roach then increased the athletic per diem from $15 to $22. Scheduling facility time became difficult while injuries went untreated. Athletes once interested in attending Brown soon chose to play for other schools. The resulting circumstances surrounding the women’s gymnastics and volleyball teams inspired them bypass the OCR and file a civil Title IX suit against Brown on the grounds of gender discrimination.178

The case began with the plaintiffs obtaining a preliminary injunction ordering Brown to reinstate the two women’s teams to their former varsity status until the court reached a decision. District Court Judge Raymond J. Pettine paid special attention to the three-part-test in determining his decision. The substantial proportionality test revealed twelve percent discrepancy between female athletes in varsity
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175 As of 2004, over 350 men’s teams have been eliminated by universities since 1972. Three prominent cases involving lawsuits filed by college athletes include Cohen et al v. Brown University (1992), Roberts v. Colorado State Board of Agriculture (1993), and Favia v. Indiana University of Pennsylvania (1993).
sports and the total female student body, rendering Brown in violation of the first part of the test.\textsuperscript{179} Brown could demonstrate compliance, program expansion and interest and abilities in two more solutions provided by the three-prong test. The court cited that the only addition to the women’s athletic department in recent years was winter track in 1982, and that while the number of females within the student body steadily increased, the amount of athletic opportunities remained stagnant.\textsuperscript{180} The court determined that Brown also failed to assess the level of interest and abilities of its female student body, thus failing all three parts of the compliance test. Insisting that his university, by data comparison, treated female athletes better than most institutions, Gregorian asked Cohen why she continued to be critical of her experience. Cohen replied, “If they were above average in preventing date rape yet date rape was still a problem on the campus, would that mean they were fine, that they do not need to make any changes and improvements because other schools have a larger date rape problem? I don’t think so.”\textsuperscript{181} The court ordered Brown to reinstate the women’s gymnastics and volleyball teams, provide equitable coaching staffs, uniforms, equipment, and publicity, provide additional recruiting efforts, and to prohibit the further elimination of current funding for any existing women’s intercollegiate varsity team. Brown appealed the verdict however the Supreme Court declined to hear the case, accepting the District Court’s decision. By July 1998, the end of the lawsuit, Gregorian spent more than three million dollars in legal fees and faced a similar expense to cover costs for the plaintiffs. Such funds, Cohen speculated, could have easily been spent in compliance rather than insubordination.\textsuperscript{182} The \textit{Brown} decision remains significant in the history of Title IX. Not only did it \textit{Brown} endure five appeals, but for the first time Title IX and the entirety of its stipulations became sanctioned by the Supreme Court. The potential elimination of gender-specific sports was just one consequence of removing women from positions of leadership within athletic departments. The systematic replacement of women, in favor of men, among athletic programs and
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physical education departments increased the potential for sexual harassment and misconduct exponentially. In 1992, the Supreme Court ruled on such a case, effectively giving more teeth to Title IX in what many supporters call “a Watershed Moment” in gender equity legislation.\textsuperscript{183}

\textit{Franklin v. Gwinnett County Public Schools (1992)}

In 1986, Christine Franklin, a sophomore at North Gwinnett High School located in the suburbs of Atlanta, complained about a teacher and coach at the school, Andrew Hill. According to Franklin, Hill began sexually harassing her, including asking her on dates and inquiring about her relationships with other students. Franklin reported Hill’s actions to the school, however neither the school administration nor the county school district decided to take any action because Hill resigned on the condition that the school drop all charges pending against him. By the time Franklin filed a complaint with the Office of Civil Rights in 1988, both Hill and the school’s principal were no longer employed by the district, thus the OCR determined Gwinnett County Public Schools to be in compliance with Title IX. Unsatisfied, Franklin appealed the case decision but lost because of another ruling that Title IX did not authorize courts to levy monetary damages. The Supreme Court however maintained a different interpretation. Justice Lewis Powell opined that just because there was no plan of how penalties should be rewarded under Title IX, one should not exist.\textsuperscript{184} The courts were thereby free to decide how penalties were appropriated. In a previous decision, \textit{Cannon v. University of Chicago} (1979), plaintiff Geraldine Cannon sued the University of Chicago alleging the school denied her admission based upon her sex. The Supreme Court ruled that individuals had the right to sue institutions for violations of Title IX and were therefore entitled to receive monetary damages.\textsuperscript{185} The Court’s judgment in \textit{Cannon} paved the way for the subsequent application of Title IX in the rewarding of monetary damages among similar cases, like \textit{Franklin}, involving gender discrimination for students in the world of higher education.
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Whereas NCAA officials previously viewed Title IX regulations as a hindrance to the success of their respective athletic programs, particularly men’s sports, Franklin immediately changed how colleges and universities viewed cases of gender discrimination. Before the Franklin decision, schools found to be in violation of Title IX were subject to injunctive relief only, meaning the school was only compelled to remedy a lack of opportunity or amenities such as building a new facility or provide additional travel expenses. After Franklin, not only was the institution now subject to the withdrawing of federal funds, but violations of Title IX, as determined by the OCR, could result in monetary damages being awarded to the plaintiff in addition to providing injunctive relief. In my opinion, and this is also the opinion of many other Title IX supporters, Gwinnett is when Title IX started to be taken seriously,” said Dr. Nancy Lough, Professor of Education and Title IX expert at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV). “No longer could Athletic Directors ignore the rampant inequality of opportunities, facilities, and budgets because now they face punitive damages,” Dr. Lough continued. The Franklin case also required that the school must have intentionally violated Title IX. This condition is generally not difficult to prove because of the “separate but equal” model of collegiate athletics that establishes gender-separated teams and budgets. Furthermore, Franklin empowered other victims of gender bias, providing plenty of incentives to pursue legal action against athletic departments in case of any misconduct.


Empowered by judicial rulings and legislative efforts during the 1990s, Title IX significantly increased opportunities for athletic participation among girls and women. However, nearly the entirety of policy debate to this point focuses on big-time college sports, while the vast majority of people within the scope of Title IX are high school females. Although girls’ participation has grown consecutively for twenty-five years reaching 3.26 million in 2013-24, females consistently remain disproportionately
involved when measured against high school males.\footnote{2013-14 HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETICS PARTICIPATION SURVEY. 1st ed. Indianapolis: National Federation of State High School Associations, 2014.} Out of multiple court cases involving incidents of second-class treatment of female athletes by school districts, athletic conference rules and state activity associations, University of Baltimore Law Professor Dionne L. Koller chose \textit{Ollier et al. v. Sweetwater Union School District} as the best example for her conclusion that gender discrimination is a major part of the reason for the continuous discrepancy in female participation in school-sponsored athletics, “[there is] little doubt that discrimination in the form of second-class treatment for female athletes is still a fact of life.”\footnote{Koller, Dionne L. "Not Just One of the Boys: A Post-Feminist Critique of Title IX’s Vision for Gender Equity in Sports." \textit{SSRN Electronic Journal}, 2010, 401-56. doi:10.2139/ssrn.2064794.} The \textit{Sweetwater} case, according to Koller, provides an example of a more systematic and insidious form of second-class discrimination.\footnote{Veronica Ollier, \textit{et al. v. Sweetwater Union School District}, No. 07-714 (S.D. Cal, 2012). \footnote{\textit{Ibid}.}}

In March 2009, Veronica Ollier and several other female student-athletes, claimed that the Sweetwater School District in Chula Vista, California, unlawfully discriminated against female athletes regarding, coaches, travel, training, scheduling of games, practice, competitive facilities, practice times, and funding.\footnote{Ibid.} After reviewing the evidence, the court reached the following conclusions. Whereas each coach is responsible for their own recruiting within their student population, the athletic director of the high school regularly visited feeder middle schools to recruit boys and not girls. The baseball field stood well-manicured, contained a concession stand, protective dugouts and bullpen areas, and a regulation-sized backstop. The softball field remained hard, uneven, had no fixed bases, no protected warm-up areas, and all together less safe than the boy’s facility. The court also found ample evidence of advantageous practice scheduling for boys’ teams as practices occurred immediately after school. The school posted coaching positions around campus, then posted district-wide if nobody was hired. If a coach was not hired the sport was cancelled for that season. Moreover, the high school bulletin and announcements advertised twice as many events for the boys’ teams. Perhaps most egregious of all was the firing of 2006 girls’ softball coach Chris Martinez who claimed his dismissal was the result of his
complaining about multiple Title IX violations. While in a meeting with the athletic director, Martinez pointed out the severe discrepancies between the baseball and softball fields, and in the presence of a parent, the athletic director informed Martinez he could be dismissed at any time. Six weeks later Bonavista High School fired Martinez.\footnote{Veronica Ollier, et al. v. Sweetwater Union School District, No. 07-714 (S.D. Cal, 2012).} In 2004, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that retribution against individuals for complaining about gender discrimination violated Title IX.\footnote{Roderick Jackson v. Birmingham Board of Education, 544 U.S. 167 (2005).}

Koller argues that the fundamental reason for Title IX is to ensure that school districts make sincere efforts to provide girls with the same opportunities and access to interscholastic competition. Participation in sports has several benefits for women and girls including: a more positive body image; better mental and physical health; and greater educational success.”\footnote{Koller, Dionne L. "Not Just One of the Boys: A Post-Feminist Critique of Title IX’s Vision for Gender Equity in Sports." SSRN Electronic Journal, 2010, 401-56. doi:10.2139/ssrn.2064794.} Judge James Lorenz found overwhelming evidence of systematic neglect of girls’ sports programs and stated so in his ruling, “The inequalities demonstrated at trial should have been rectified years ago by the District. Female students have been denied athletic opportunity equal to male students. This inequality is highlighted and most apparent between the boys’ baseball and girls’ softball team at CPHS. The girls’ softball team has been treated as vastly inferior to the boys’ baseball team.”\footnote{Veronica Ollier, et al. v. Sweetwater Union School District, No. 07-714 (S.D. Cal, 2012).}

Judge Lorenz informed the Sweetwater Union School District it had forty-five days to come up with an improvement plan. Rather than comply with order, the district appealed the court’s decision. While the Sweetwater case contains multiple examples of deliberate discrimination, Koller warns that many school districts discriminate in much more subtle ways and are more difficult to identify. In addition, Sweetwater is an example of the blatant discrimination that occurs to those most susceptible to gender discrimination in sports, female high school students. Because of the fiscal impact on elite sports universities, colleges have dominated the political debate regarding the application of Title IX and its
effect on intercollegiate sports. What is missing from the dialogue is the implications of Title IX for high school sports.

**Conclusion**

A national examination of Title IX illustrates how a law intended to provide gender equality in upper academia evolved into a mandate for equal opportunities for women in high school and college athletics. The expansion of Title IX’s scope of influence created intense political resistance, yet Title IX survived the ire of the NCAA, multiple legal challenges from various educational institutions, and a presidential administration dedicated to reducing the influence of government, specifically its civil rights directives. The cases cited exemplify the expansion of Title IX’s effectiveness as a civil rights law for gender equality and the significant increase in its scope of influence in academics and athletics. By the 2000s, Title IX emerged not as an affirmative-action decree, but an anti-discrimination law, modeled after Title VI and Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Through its legal battles, Title IX developed into an efficient and acceptable machine for combating gender bias, operating with the full support of the federal government’s anti-discrimination policies. However, despite Title IX’s evolving stipulations and multiple judicial vindications, gender discrimination in education and interscholastic athletics continues to plague the nation’s colleges and high schools as evident by the multitude of ongoing investigations by the U.S. Department of Education. The cases cited also document nationwide legal challenges to Title IX, from Rhode Island to California. However, all seven of the most substantial and significant Title IX court cases involving universities and gender discrimination occurred in Pennsylvania, Illinois, Ohio, and Rhode Island; not one case occurred in the West. Additionally, multiple federal courts considered cases of second-class treatment of female athletes by school districts, with Ollier v. Sweetwater Union School District (2010) the only such case to appear outside of the east or Midwestern regions of the
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There are several potential factors for such a geographical discrepancy in Title IX litigation, the most probable being population. However, it is my intent to provide a regional overview of Title IX, specifically of the West, in order to verify any correlation between the West’s historical reputation as a place where women came to create an alternative life, free from the oppressive Victorian ideals of female behavior, and the West’s acceptance and support for Title IX legislation.
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CHAPTER 4: A STATE RESPONSE TO TITLE IX: NEVADA

“All the athletes of the week for the whole year went to a dinner banquet, and I was the only girl there... I was really breaking down a barrier.”

– Charlene Bybee, UNR Volleyball 1972-1976

The passage of Title IX and its forty-five-year influence upon the cultural landscape of America continues to serve as a focal point for study at both the national and local levels. The size and scope of Title IX’s influence upon the women of this country cannot be adequately told through the lens of a national narrative alone. A case study on state is required in order to obtain a more accurate and detailed experience concerning the reception, application, and effectiveness of Title IX.

**Western Exceptionalism**

“The frontier is productive of individualism.”

– Frederick Jackson Turner, Historian

The overpopulation of men in the West provided certain women of preferred ethnic and familial ties the ability to make more socially and financially beneficial decisions. However, such an imbalanced gender ratio, also led to the hyper-sexualization of women, manifested by an increased demand for prostitutes and the emergence of a rape culture as a method of control. Spanish, Mexican, and Euromerican societies in eighteenth and nineteenth-century California, while all patriarchal, exercised male control over women and children differently according to the customs of their culture. Anglo traders and businessmen used marriage to establish kinship ties with Californios, who looked to establish identity and financial security in the ultra-competitive West. This heterogeneous composition of cultures provided women with certain civil rights, depending on race or ethnicity. For example, Spanish and
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Mexican civil law grants married women rights to property, wages and other legal privileges. However, Anglo women, although largely denied these rights, did not experience nearly as many arranged marriages, having more decision-making authority over their personal lives.\textsuperscript{202} This multicultural, male-dominant region of the country forced women to navigate their lives through an imbalance of power, particularly women of color. Women developed a solid sense of identity as they both assimilated into and resisted western culture, throwing traditional concepts of sex, dating, and marriage into a state of flux. Citing examples of Anglo and Hispanic women in nineteenth-century New Mexico, women, viewed as passive victims, transformed themselves into active agents as they connected their experiences to larger patterns of struggle and abuse.\textsuperscript{203} As nations and societies competed for resources, land, and cultural domination, women in the West needed to perform domestic and economic duties in the face imminent violence, while severely outnumbered, and from a position of social inferiority, often times emerging with a greater sense of self-worth, confidence, and an increase in social autonomy.\textsuperscript{204}

As historians examine the American West and its reputation as an exceptional place for women’s rights, the question remains; did the American West offer civil rights and freedoms to women that they may not have had in the East? Perhaps the best answer comes from historian Laura Woodworth-Ney who said, “It depends on which women, and where.”\textsuperscript{205} Chinese women who arrived in the West during the mid-nineteenth-century, came not out of their own will in search of opportunity, but as slaves, transported in cages, taken to mining camps, and sold into slave labor and prostitution.\textsuperscript{206} Native American women in the West faced violence and conquest at the hands of rival tribes and the imperialist actions of Spain, Mexico, and the United States. Anglo men looking to gain allies, laborers, and kinship ties, married indigenous women. These marriages often removed native women from their matrilineal societies.
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depriving them of many social privileges, rendering them as inferior legal appendages of their husbands. The appropriation of Native American women into Anglo society also expanded non-Indian settlements which spread disease and destroyed food sources and traditional lifeways of native peoples. However, many indigenous women remained resourceful, selectively adopting Anglo methods of farming and domestic duties to earn income in order to mitigate their new realities on the reservation; preserving what they could of their heritage.\(^{207}\) In addition to race and ethnicity, geography also affected women’s rights and social mobility. Anti-miscegenation laws, while elaborate and extensive in the West, varied tremendously in their interpretation and application, depending upon the state of origin. In nineteenth-century California, these laws were strictly applied to groups like the Chinese, Japanese, Filipinos, and blacks, whose men were considered most likely to marry white women. However, because of the heavy influence of Spanish and Mexican civil law, interracial marriages between Hispanics, indigenous women and Anglos received little scrutiny.\(^{208}\) The enforcement of these laws happened more as a reaction to property ownership after death or divorce, rather than because of a white woman’s affair with a non-white man. In other words, the anti-miscegenation laws of the West represented prevailing attitudes towards gender more than race or ethnicity. Unlike California’s, at times, laissez-faire application of its anti-miscegenation laws, states like Oregon, Nevada, and Utah governed their commitments to homogenous racial marriages more strictly. Nevada’s state legislature did not overturn its ban on interracial marriages until 1959; Utah not until 1963.\(^{209}\)

On December 10, 1869, the state of Wyoming passed women’s suffrage, which is perhaps the most famous contribution to women’s equality offered by the American West. However, like anti-miscegenation laws and property rights, a woman’s right to vote varied from state to state. Utah and Wyoming led the way keeping their pro-female suffrage provisions they enacted as territories. Idaho,
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Washington, California, and Oregon followed respectively with Colorado granting women’s suffrage in 1900. By 1900, only Nevada, Montana, and New Mexico remained as the only states to prohibit the female vote. In Nevada, the women’s suffrage act passed the state legislature in 1895, yet that was not enough. According to a constitutional amendment, Nevada requires passage by two successive legislatures and a popular referendum. In an attempt to secure a popular referendum, suffragists in Nevada campaigned using banners and posters placed upon bandwagons showing Nevada as a black spot on a map surrounded by states which passed women’s suffrage. In 1914, the referendum easily passed, 10,936 votes to 7,258. New Mexico did not recognize a woman’s right to vote until June, 1920, nearly six months after the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment. It is clear that the American West did provide some women with civil rights and opportunities for social mobility unseen in other regions of the country. However, such social advancements were predicated upon ever-evolving western social constructs of gender, race, ethnicity, and geography. Given these conditional social rights and privileges, did the West also prove itself exceptional by limiting or removing popular restrictions on women’s physical activity that aimed to control behavior and protect the frail female physique?

**The University of Nevada, Reno before Title IX**

Towards the end of the nineteenth-century, physicians warned female students wanting to participate in sports against straining the delicate female physique, additionally the prevailing social attitudes of the Victorian Era relegated women into physically restrictive spheres. There existed little chance that women could participate in exercises of “manliness” on campus grounds without criticism.

However, the support for women’s athletics on the campus of the University of Nevada, Reno (UNR) changed in the fall of 1894 with the arrival of Dr. Joseph Edward Stubbs. An enthusiastic supporter of “Muscular Christianity,” Stubbs believed that a man could improve his physical fitness, Christian morality, and “manly” character through the participation in sport. From 1894 to 1902, a steady increase in student enrollment corresponded with a growth in student activities. In 1898, with the help of Dr. J. Warne Phillips, UNR organized the first Athletic Association, later renamed the Associated Students of the University of Nevada.\textsuperscript{214} The following year the group adopted Blue and Silver as the official school colors, as well as a capital block N as the athletic symbol for the school. As a fan of the popular football program at the University of Chicago built by famed football coach Amos Alonzo Stagg, President Stubbs’ vigorously supported intercollegiate competition, particularly football, which he believed could attract both local and national interest as it had done for the University of Chicago.\textsuperscript{215} Stagg’s regional influence and success though football garnered the University of Chicago national coverage and adulation.\textsuperscript{216}

Although men’s sports remained his priority, Stubbs contributed to the development of the first women’s sports of basketball and tennis.\textsuperscript{217} Although it lacked adequate facilities, UNR competed against other colleges in football, basketball, and tennis. In 1896, a football game against Belmont, California became the first intercollegiate athletic contest in school history; Nevada lost seventy to zero.\textsuperscript{218} Despite having significantly fewer sports and participants than their male counterparts, Nevada’s young women experienced the first intercollegiate victory for UNR, as the Sagehens (the women’s basketball team) defeated Stanford in 1899.\textsuperscript{219}
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Although women’s athletics remained less popular than the men’s program, the twentieth-century began with new progressive attitudes towards female athletes. At the turn of the century, American society began to accept the new “athletic girl.” This new woman of the twentieth-century insisted on her right to enjoy sports just as her contemporaries began to seek access to traditionally male-dominated professions. Similar to their colleagues around the nation, women at UNR initiated a basketball team and became quite successful in intercollegiate competition, defeating Stanford University and the University of California at Berkeley. To help create even more enthusiasm for the women’s basketball team, Nevada hired former California coach Edith Brownsill.

Notwithstanding the increase in opportunities for female students to participate in athletic activities, the “athletic girl” faced a national backlash for her commitment to athletics in place of fulfilling her social duties as a wife and mother. The nation was not ready to accept the idea of women in sport. The country’s negative reaction to Eleanor Sears’ athletic accomplishments in 1912 was a reflection of the continuing prejudice against female athletes and the desire to limit women’s association with sports.

Meanwhile, women’s sports at UNR continued to progress as Dr. Stubbs added a female administrator to the faculty. On January 1, 1913, UNR hired its first Director of Women’s Physical education when Elsie Sameth agreed to organize and formalize women’s athletics at the university. With degrees earned at Cornell and Columbia, Sameth began a thirty-five-year career at UNR with a mission statement of the women’s physical education program in the University Bulletin of 1914-15, “The physical well-being of all young women of the University is under the supervision of a Director of Physical Education. The aim of the department is to develop a strong, symmetrical physique, with an easy and graceful poise of the
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Unlike those who opposed female participation in athletics, Sameth believed physical activity through sports promoted an increase in health, better posture, and self-confidence.

Despite the existence of a national backlash towards women’s sports, the women’s athletic program at UNR grew significantly under the supervision of Director Sameth. UNR experienced an increase in female participation as more women explored their athletic interests, forcing UNR to accommodate both men and women by expanding the size of existing teams and creating more teams for intercollegiate competition. Under the direction of Sameth, UNR added sports and activities such as hockey, the Swimming Club, the Rifle Club, and the equestrian Saddle and Spurs Club. She expanded the athletic opportunities available for women at UNR. In addition, UNR’s membership within the Committee on Women’s Athletics (CWA) and the National Women’s Basketball Committee (NWBC) ensured that women remained in control of rule making and the administration of women’s intercollegiate competition. In 1939, Director Sameth stepped down from her position and named Ruth I. Russell as her successor. In 1948, Dr. Russell became Director of Women’s Physical Education at UNR and expanded the women’s P.E. program until her retirement in 1969. Following the popular configuration for women’s intramural competition, Dr. Russell instituted the National Amateur Athletic Federation’s (NAAF) “Play- Day philosophy.” Nevada women met to compete for intramural champions from nearby California schools in a format that maintained the ethos of women’s intercollegiate competition: participation over competition. However, despite the predominate philosophy among female physical educations that considered competition to be negative and avoidable, competitive sports for women continued at UNR in the form of annual events and continued into World War II, particularly in Track
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and Field, which gained popularity in the 1920s and 1930s, because of standout international performances by Babe Didrikson and Stella Walsh.

World War II also contributed to the increase in popularity of athletics at UNR. Facilitated by the university’s conditioning and marching classes mandated by the physical education department, UNR expected men and women to participate in all drilling exercises in order to maintain physical fitness, “These drills assist Nevada co-eds in keeping fit for their many wartime activities.”

Still concerned about maintaining feminine appearance and behavior, the women's athletic department regulated a strict dress code. In 1951, the code of conduct read: “Masculine hair-styling? Shoes? Coats? All T-shirts are banned at all times!”

Following the end of the Second World War, women once again focused on the home as veterans returned from combat, lessening the importance of sports. In addition, a new wave of post-war bigotry categorized female athletes as homosexuals, adding to a decline in the participation of women in organized athletics.

**Title IX at the University of Nevada, Reno**

The civil rights and feminist movements that emerged during the 1950s, 1960s, and into the 1970s for greater social equality eventually led towards significant changes on the UNR campus. In 1969, Dr. Russell stepped down as chair of women’s physical education and requested that Dr. Luella (Lue) Lilly occupy her position. During her eight years in charge of women’s athletics at UNR, Dr. Lilly ushered in a changing of the guard, bringing a new energy for developing the women’s program.

Commenting on Dr. Lilly’s influence at UNR, former multi-sport athlete Ramona Sharpnack said, “She was both very intelligent in terms of what she knew about different sports and strategy, and she seemed to really know the ins and outs of college administrations. She also knew about what was happening at
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other schools, particularly related to Title IX.” Further changes to the women's athletic department paralleled the growing cultural consciousness surrounding issues of racial and gender equality within American society. On December 14, 1961, President John F. Kennedy issued an executive order establishing the Presidential Commission of the Status of Women. Two years later the commission issued its report, entitled “American Women,” documenting the status of American women and making recommendations for further action. The report criticized inequalities facing women in a “free” society while acknowledging the importance of women’s traditional gender roles. During the 1970s, advocates for women’s rights found their collective voice and launched a nationwide sexual revolution targeting the perception of acceptable female behavior. In addition to demands for equal employment and educational opportunities, the feminist movement also transformed the world of sports, attacking cultural restraints on physical freedoms. In 1966, physical education leaders formed the Commission for Intercollegiate Activities for Women (CIAW) to organize and administer a new, competitive format for collegiate women's sports, still separate from the men's programs.

Upon her arrival to UNR in 1969, Dr. Lilly formed a women's athletic board, designed to improve size and scope of women's athletics at UNR. In 1971, Dr. Lilly dropped the “Play-Day” model of women's athletics in favor of a more competitive environment, encouraging women to challenge existing notions that considered female athletes to be overly aggressive and unfeminine. In the early 1970s, the men's and women's Physical Education Departments remained separated while the athletics department existed entirely on its own at UNR. Dr. Lilly maintained a high level of autonomy over women’s
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athletics until the P.E. departments merged in 1972, giving all control to Athletic Director, Dick Trachok. In 1974, Trachok appropriated the Physical Education Departments into the athletic program but left Dr. Lilly in charge of the women's program as the “senior woman administrator.” According to Trachok, “The bad part of the program, of course, is that we didn’t have any money. When combined the men and women under one program, I said, ‘How about the budget?’ And they [administration] said, ‘Well, you’ll have to try to find it.’” The athletic budget highlighted just one of many challenges and inequalities facing women’s sports at UNR. Before the advent of scholarships and formal recruiting policies mandated by Title IX, women found their way into women’s athletics in various ways. Some were introduced through the P.E. Department, others through intramural sports, ran by the WRA. According to student-athlete Pat Miltenberger, while the men’s program enjoyed the benefits of being officially recognized by the schools’ athletic department and the administrative efforts of the NCAA, women at UNR relied upon the WRA to organize games, tournaments, provide officials, and individual achievements, “Sports were coached by women’s PE teachers while the WRA constantly tried to provide resources and recognition women’s sports,” said former UNR athlete and Vice President of Student Services Pat Miltenberger.

University statistics for the 1971 academic year reveal that UNR fell within the vast number of institutions where males dominated athletics, physical education programs, and faculty positions. Because of the lack of resources available to the women’s athletic department, female coaches served in multiple capacities, including as trainers, academic councilors, and travel coordinators. Of the ninety-six courses offered by the physical education department, sixty-seven of them remained available to women. Only two females occupied salaried positions within the P. E. department as compared to
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thirteen men. In response to these glaring deficiencies, the 1971 edition of the *Artemisia* featured an editorial calling for gender equity within the university’s academic and athletic departments, a year before the passage of Title IX. The 1971-1972 women’s athletic program at UNR featured four full-time coaches for five sports, each paid to work ten hours per week. As the head coach for women’s basketball and volleyball, and with an annual budget of only $5,087, Dr. Lilly experienced extreme difficulty providing transportation, uniforms, and equipment for the female athletes at UNR. In 1971, women’s athletics at UNR also struggled for recognition and visibility both on campus and among the community. The lack of exposure forced female athletes and coaches to become de-facto marketing agents, posting flyers around campus to announce any significant events. Even after the passage of Title IX, the women’s athletic department suffered from a lack of media coverage. In 1979, UNR hosted and won the AIAW’s national championships for women’s swimming and diving, becoming UNR’s first national champions. Swim coach Jerry Ballew remembered the event, “We didn’t get anything. We never got additional scholarships, and we almost didn’t even get an awards dinner.” Ballew continued, “As long as I live I’ll never get over this, we just won the national championships, the next day in the *Reno Gazette-Journal*, there was nothing! Not one single word about the national championship, I was livid.” Dr. Joe Crowley, president of the university at the time, said, “A year after I became president, our women’s swimming and diving team won the national championship sponsored by the AIAW. The event was held on Nevada campus, I was present for parts of it. The morning after we became champions no story of our success appeared in the local newspaper. A national championship! No story! This was a wake-up call for me.”
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Throughout the 1960s and 70s, the women’s athletic program at UNR faced a lack of female faculty members, trivial budgets, inadequate travel arrangements, lodging, and meals, little to no exposure or publicity, and laughable facilities and uniforms. UNR directed its resources and energy towards its football team, as well as its men’s basketball and baseball programs, while the women’s athletic department remained largely neglected.

**The University of Nevada, Reno after Title IX**

Advocates for gender equality celebrated the passage of Title IX both nationally and at the University of Nevada, Reno, yet the new legislation brought slower change than anticipated. The process to bring equal opportunity for women in education and athletics within federally funded institutions created a mixture of responses and expectations at UNR. According to Pat Hixson, “I don’t want to say we were ahead of our times, but we were ahead of Title IX.”

Dr. Lue Lilly maintained a different opinion saying, “I don’t think Title IX made any difference at all while I was at the university [1968-1976]. A lot of administrators didn’t like it. Nevada wasn’t going to be pushed into doing anything until it had to; it had little or no effect at all.” William Wallace, faculty representative to the athletics department, shared Dr. Lilly’s sentiment, “I think Title IX was gradually accepted on campus, but it was accepted with reluctance. That’s probably why Lue Lilly had such a tough fight.” Although Title IX became law, advocates for gender equality at UNR chose not to wait for the government to enforce its new legislation and took action against the university.

In less than a month after President Nixon signed Title IX into law, Ruth H. Donovan, Chair for the Faculty Women’s Caucus, issued a letter to UNR President N. Edd Miller highlighting the miserable state of the women’s athletic department on the University of Nevada, Reno campus. In the letter, Donovan cited sections of the Affirmative Action Statement adopted by the Faculty Senate, reminding
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President Miller of the university’s commitment to gender equality, “.This institution has thus agreed to begin to make equal opportunities a reality.” According to the report, the women's volleyball team voted to carry sack lunches so they could afford to purchase regulation nets to meet league standards. Each player also had to buy or rent a uniform and provide her own shoes and socks while male track athletes received two game uniforms, a practice uniform, sweats, and "undergarments." 

Adding to the pressure placed upon the university, Lilly demonstrated her support for the Faculty Women’s Caucus by writing to Donovan to recommend that the effort to achieve equal opportunities and funding for women’s athletics must include the help of the campus, the community of Reno, and all of northern Nevada. The following week, the school newspaper, *The Sagebrush*, criticized the inequalities that existed between the men’s and women’s athletic programs. Citing the difference in team offerings for men and women, salaries for coaches, budgets, and use of facilities the piece created an alarm among the administration. The day after the article ran, President Miller responded to Donovan with a letter assuring her that many of the issues she expressed in her July 21 letter would be addressed as soon as funds became available. Despite the passage of Title IX and President Miller’s reassurance to Dr. Lilly, the woman’s athletic department continued to suffer from budget cuts. For the 1972-1973 academic year, UNR trimmed down the woman’s athletic department by employing only two part-time coaches and four varsity sports, and reducing the budget to $4,913. The program requested a budget of $10,800 with an eventual goal of nine sports: volleyball, basketball, gymnastics, softball, swimming, skiing, tennis, track, and field hockey. UNR denied their request. Whereas the men’s athletics program
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enjoyed $67,200 from student fees and $172,000 grants in aid, the women's athletics program received only, $4,800 from student fees and nothing for grants in aid.\textsuperscript{257}

Efforts to rectify the glaring inequities between the men’s and women’s athletic programs on the campus of UNR progress remained slow and minimal because of what many believed as a failure to implement and enforce an ambiguous law. President Joe Crowley recalled, “With the various interpretations, there was such fluctuation, and that was part of the problem. Title IX was a moving target, and it was different under [President] Reagan than it had been initially under Carter.”\textsuperscript{258} Title IX came under intense congressional and legal challenges for years following its passage, adding to the confusion of its stipulations for compliance. Among those U.S. Senators who introduced legislation intended to reduce the scope of Title IX was Nevada’s own former governor, Paul Laxalt. “I can speak directly to the personal enrichment associated with intercollegiate athletics,” said Laxalt on July 16, 1975 when he spoke on the U.S. Senate floor to introduce Senate Resolution 52. The legislation criticized of the application of Title IX to intercollegiate athletics. “My own days as an undergraduate participant and a subsequent period of close contact with programs in Nevada have been invaluable experiences for me,” declared Laxalt. However, the Senator from Nevada argued that the athletic stipulations of Title IX “greatly exceed the intent of Congress.”\textsuperscript{259} Senator Laxalt’s statements reflected the predominating attitude among university officials towards college athletics that existed in his home state. In 1975, the men’s athletic department at UNR consisted of eleven employed males with a combined salary outlay of $106,833. The women’s athletics department, budgeted within the same “Intercollegiate Athletics” category, employed only four people with a total salary of $24,171. Three years after Title IX passed, women’s athletics received just eighteen percent of the intercollegiate athletics budget as compared to the
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men’s eighty-two percent. In 1976, having finally tired of budgeting discrepancies, threats from administrators, and a general lack of support from the university, Dr. Luella Lilly stepped down from her position as director of woman’s athletics and joined the University of California at Berkeley as its first female Athletic Director. The Athletics Department at UNR failed to hire another director of women’s athletics until 1984.

In January 1979, the Board of Regents at UNR named Joseph N. Crowley as President. His appointment came at a crucial moment when the issue of gender equity in intercollegiate athletics rose to the forefront of significance within American society. Caught up in a cross fire from conflicting political and social interests in Nevada, Dr. Crowley, along with Athletic Director Dick Trachok and Nevada Senator Paul Laxalt, criticized the new implementation guidelines of Title IX. On February 22, 1979, Dr. Crowley wrote an eight-page letter describing his observations concerning Title IX to the Director of the Office of Civil Rights. He expressed his dissatisfaction with the Interpretation Policy as well as defended the women’s program at UNR explaining how the school had “moved quickly to expand opportunities for women in athletics,” outlining accomplishments in expenditures and staffing for women’s programs.

Dr. Crowley’s efforts paralleled those of other university presidents across the country, specifically at mid-level universities whose immediate financial concerns dictated the type of response necessary to federal regulations.

Despite Dr. Crowley’s and Senator Laxalt’s attempt to minimize the effect of Title IX at UNR, efforts to comply with the new anti-gender discrimination law started to play a more significant role in the actions of university administrators. According to Dr. Crowley, “I think there was an evolution that went from opposition to transition; more understanding. The longer the discussion went on, the more interested I became, as a president, but also as a person, as a father, as a husband. My girls were growing
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up with new opportunities to play sports. Title IX is responsible for that.”

By 1980, the number of women playing intercollegiate sports doubled while approximately two million girls played high school varsity sports, a six-hundred percent increase from 1970. These high school athletes began to flood into universities around the nation. Albeit slowly and with much resistance, Title IX began to produce its desired effect; more educational and athletic opportunities for women. As university officials transitioned from a position of opposition to acceptance of Title IX, UNR began to rapidly achieve several goals. National organizations dedicated to advancing women’s college athletics became increasingly more influential. Perhaps most pertinent to the development of the women’s athletic program was the decision to join the Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women (AIAW), which provided UNR with the opportunity to host and participate in national championships. As a result, more scholarships for female athletes became available. In 1986, Nevada hired Chris Ault as Athletic Director, who used his experience as head coach of the football team to expand women’s sports. Ault successfully raised revenue from the football team to support other women’s programs by building a competitive team, expanding the size of Mackay Stadium to include a modern press box and private suites, building state of the art practice and training facilities, and by constructing Legacy Hall to accommodate additional coaches and athletes. These improvements to the football program helped to rank UNR among the best in the nation, attracting better recruits which resulted in more wins and revenue. According to Ault, “We had to find a way to move things [gender equity] forward. I use football as an example. We were winning big then, so football was the catalyst carrying other sports at that time. Gender equity, we were moving forward. We were the most aggressive school in the country at the time. It wasn’t publicized until now, but it really happened.”
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In 1992, UNR moved from Division 1-AA to Division 1-A, placing the men’s and women’s programs within the same athletic conference for the first time. The Big West Athletic Conference required the university to fund more sports, provide additional scholarships, and improve facilities. In 1994, senior women’s administrator Valerie Cooke, a U.S. Magistrate serving on the bench in Reno, established a new booster club specifically for the women’s athletics program. Named Pack PAWS (Promoting and Advancing Women in Sports), this organization played a large role in generating public support, fundraising, and media exposure for women’s sports at UNR. In 1997, Dr. Crowley, members of Pack PAWS, and representatives from both UNR and UNLV’s athletic programs secured an unprecedented one million dollars from the state legislature to support Title IX compliance efforts and the expansion of women’s collegiate athletics in the state of Nevada.267 Finally, in an effort to demonstrate to Nevada legislators, and the public, the benefits of introducing young women to athletics, UNR athletic officials and Pack PAWS created an annual Girls and Women in Sports Day held at the Lawlor Events Center.268

**Conclusion**

The saga of women’s sports at UNR begins with opportunity, inclusion, and success. The decision to employ pioneers in women’s sports like Elsie Sameth, Ruth Russell, and Luella Lily to lead their women’s athletics department represents a shift away from the traditional attitudes surrounding women’s sports. By hiring these women, UNR signaled its acceptance of the progressive, reformed female athlete, who no longer wanted to “play for play’s sake,” but who desired to compete and win at the highest possible level. These women navigated inferior facilities, negligible budgets and minimal press coverage, yet remained dedicated to supporting their student-athletes by providing competitive environments and by performing multiple duties as coach, trainer, and academic advisor. Although UNR initially responded to Title IX with speculation and contempt, athletic administrators, athletes, and
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community leaders mobilized to support gender equality. Luella Lilly, Ruth H. Donovan, Valerie Cooke, and others, refused to wait for government mandates to take effect. Instead, these men and women continued to raise awareness and apply pressure to those university officials and politicians who continued to resist Title IX legislation, culminating in the creation of the first women’s booster club. In addition to hiring progressive female leaders, UNR hired Chris Ault as Athletic Director, who genuinely cared about gender equality. In 1994, university officials, former UNR athletes, Chris Ault (Athletic Director), and several female members of the Northern Nevada Lawyers Association (NNLA) all came together to form the organization called Pack P.A.W.S. (Promoting and Advancing Women in Sports). Pack PAWS serves the women’s athletic program at UNR by providing publicity, fundraising, and also functions as a watchdog group. With the support of the Pack PAWS organization, one of the nation’s only booster clubs for women’s sports, and an athletic director dedicated to equal opportunities for women, UNR became one of the most exemplary college sports programs in the nation in terms of gender equity. Finally, UNR became one of the only universities to receive millions of dollars in state funds earmarked for gender equity compliance. According to Dr. Crowley, “States did not regularly give money out to athletic programs. No states were doing this.” The process for gender equity at UNR, while slow and reluctant to begin, eventually achieved and surpassed stipulations for compliance as university officials and athletic department executives embraced the goals for fair opportunities in education and athletics.

Through the innovative and progressive actions of both university officials and community leaders, UNR’s attitude and commitment to equal educational and athletic opportunities is both exceptional and unique to the nation. Reflecting upon UNR’s experience with Title IX, Dr. Joe Crowley said, “Title IX has been a major issue because collegiate athletics is the most visible thing the university does.”
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source of pride and entertainment, public values are usually what push legislation. In the next chapter, I continue my regional examination of Title IX in the West, focusing on Clark County School District (CCSD) of Las Vegas, Nevada, the fifth largest school district in the nation. My examination of CCSD illustrates how the district navigated early challenges of rapid growth and the accommodation of an economically and ethnically diverse student body prior to the passage of Title IX. I also include oral histories from administrators and faculty members who guided the district through the application and enforcement of Title IX, as well as a documentation of two recent civil rights cases regarding CCSD and gender inequality.
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CHAPTER 5: CLARK COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT AND TITLE IX

“It was a wonderful thing for the district; a wonderful thing for the girls.”

– Norman Craft, Director of Athletics, CCSD

Between 1972 and 2011, the number of girls competing in high school sports nationwide skyrocketed from 250,000 to approximately 3.2 million. While this increase in girls’ athletic participation reflects the success of Title IX legislation, high schools still provide 1.3 million fewer opportunities for females than their male counterparts. As the fifth largest school district in the nation, CCSD provides several examples of the struggles associated with complying with the mandates of Title IX. This chapter includes a comprehensive examination of the history of CCSD. Specifically, how it navigated the rapid growth of an ethnically and economically diverse student body, its exceptional acceptance and application of Title IX to its athletic program, and an illustration of two prominent gender inequity lawsuits involving a high school student-athlete and a complaint filed by the National Women’s Law Center that shaped the status of girls’ sports within the district. This chapter will also demonstrate how CCSD endured years of intensive expansion, fiscal hardships, and federal civil rights litigation, specifically Kelly et. al v. CCSD (1968) a lawsuit regarding racial segregation, all of which ultimately prepared the district for the implementation and execution of Title IX.

Established in 1956, the Clark County School District formed during a period of rapid population growth within the Las Vegas valley spurred by New Deal projects, military operations, and an expanding casino and nightlife industry. Following World War II, the rapid influx of residents to Nevada’s

Sunbelt exposed a key deficiency in southern Nevada’s education system that lacked the necessary facilities, funds, and staff to accommodate the diversity of children within Nevada’s Clark County. The *Las Vegas Review-Journal* assessed the lack of educational facilities and funding by claiming schools of Clark County were not prepared to handle present enrollment and will be more deficient at the beginning of the next education year.\(^{277}\) By 1961, the Hoover Dam project, Nellis Air Force Base, the Nevada Test Site, and Basic Magnesium Inc. of Henderson fueled the urbanization of Las Vegas and Henderson. Las Vegas’ burgeoning workforce, along with tourism, facilitated the rapid growth of the Las Vegas Strip, creating a “Boomtown in the middle of the desert.”\(^{278}\) This rapid influx of people into Las Vegas caused the student population of the fledgling school district to increase from nineteen thousand in 1955 to more than thirty thousand by 1957, which exacerbated a lack of facilities, staff, and funding.\(^{279}\) Dr. R. Guild Gray, the first Superintendent of CCSD, commented on the status of the young school district, describing the schools as “in a hell of a shape.” Dr. Gray also worried about the lack of funding and the rapid growing population becoming a factor in the district’s depleted budget.\(^{280}\)

In order to govern the new school district more effectively, Nevada held elections to create a new School Board, featuring three seats from Las Vegas, one seat each for Boulder City and Henderson, and one position to represent Moapa and Virgin Valley.\(^{281}\) The board quickly established Clark County’s first educational operation budget of $7.5 million to fund a growing student body of more than thirty-thousand students and thirteen-hundred teachers and support staff. Between 1956 and 1961, Dr. Gray navigated CCSD through multiple financial crises and an insufficient infrastructure during its formative years.

Between 1960 and 1961, student enrollments in the Clark County School District increased more than 13 percent.\(^{282}\) When asked about managing the rapid growth of the Las Vegas valley, newly
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appointed superintendent Leland B. Newcomer answered, “Mushrooming growth and building program problems are facing nearly every school district in the nation. . .They are pressing, yes, but certainly not insurmountable.” Superintendent Newcomer also faced the task of presiding over approximately eight thousand square miles and an economically diverse collection of communities. These populations included the blue-collar families of Henderson, the professional, technical workers of Boulder City, the military and government families at Nellis Air Force base and Indian Springs, and the mining and agrarian townships on the outskirts of Las Vegas. All of which stood in contrast to the service and casino industry of the twenty-four-hour, glitz and glamour lifestyle of Las Vegas’ entertainment community. Despite Newcomer’s efforts to secure funds, provide adequate staffing, and build more schools, the district’s greatest public relations challenge remained racial integration.

**Kelly et al. v. Clark County School District (1968)**

“I’ll send my boy to Arizona before I'll let him be bussed away from the neighborhood.”

- CCSD parent opposed to mandatory busing

On May 13, 1968, Herbert Kelly, a local teacher and parent of a daughter in a Westside elementary school worked with the League of Women Voters and the NCAAP to file a class action lawsuit in the U. S. District Court against Clark County School District and Superintendent James I. Mason. Known as *Kelly v. Clark County School District*, the plaintiffs accused CCSD of violating their rights under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments of the Constitution of the United States and discriminatory hiring and promotion practices. Upon appeal, the cases were combined and renamed *Kelly v. Guinn* after Dr. Kenny Guinn who succeeded James I. Mason as superintendent in 1969. Guinn later became the 27th Governor of Nevada.
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school plan, with no intention or purpose to segregate races, does not need to be destroyed because racial imbalance in public schools is not constitutionally mandated.”  

On October 14, 1968, after reviewing data concerning the geographical area served, identity, location, and student-teacher assignments for every elementary school in the District, Judge Bruce Thompson ruled that separate educational facilities are socially wrong and incapacitating and that racial segregation in education is illegal. In light of Judge Thompson’s findings, the court ordered CCSD to prepare and submit a plan for integration by April 10, 1969. 

Between 1970 and 1990, CCSD’s population increased by more than 171 percent, however the number of residents of Las Vegas’ Westside decreased by approximately twenty percent. Several factors influenced this trend, primarily the fact that African Americans had more options on where to live, with most choosing to live outside West Las Vegas. Despite reported academic improvements made by African American students under the district’s Sixth Grade Center Plan of Integration, community demographics and sentiments had not changed. In 1992, after nearly two decades of bearing the burden of desegregation, the black community once again expressed its frustration to CCSD by demanding additional reforms. In response, Superintendent Brian Cram established the Educational Opportunities Committee (EOC) to make recommendations to improve educational opportunities for students living in West Las Vegas. CCSD, in cooperation with the EOC, created the Prime 6 Plan which pertained to nine elementary schools in West Las Vegas. The Prime 6 Plan emphasized the educational benefits of cultural and racial diversity to every student throughout the district, as well as increased parents’ options regarding the schools their children would attend. As of today, the Prime 6 Plan remains CCSD’s ultimate solution to desegregate its Westside schools.
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Discriminatory housing policies of Las Vegas’ tourism and gaming industries forced African American residents to reside in a poor, neglected, and underdeveloped section of Las Vegas known as the Westside. This residential segregation facilitated the lack of racial diversity among the Westside’s six elementary schools. Clark County School District reacted slowly and ineffectively to the community’s demands to desegregate their schools, placing the bulk of the responsibility of integration upon the Westside community. Frustrated with the district’s lack of progress, members of the Westside community turned to the courts for rectification. The courts found CCSD responsible for the desegregation of its schools and guilty of violating the constitutional rights of the Westside’s elementary school children. The courts mandated that CCSD implement an integration plan, and the district complied, albeit after years of protests, riots, litigation, legal fees, and federal mandates. From its inception, CCSD experienced a myriad of challenges, including rapid expansion, budget crises, and civil rights litigation. However, the experience of *Kelly et. al v. Guinn* (1968) prepared CCSD for another federally mandated civil rights law; an anti-gender discrimination law later to be named Title IX. In 1970, as rumors of Title IX reached school districts around the country, already exhausted from years of civil unrest and federal compliance orders, Superintendent Guinn chose to get out in front of Title IX, instructing district leaders to begin preparations rather than wait for the legislation to pass. 

**Title IX Comes to CCSD**

“For the most part, I feel CCSD has done a great job with Title IX, I’m a product of Title IX.”

– Erin Hill, Varsity Girls’ Volleyball Coach, CCSD

From its creation until 1971, Clark County School District did not provide any organized sports or interscholastic competition for its middle school or high school female student athletes. Unlike the boys’ programs, which maintained varsity and junior varsity sports, female student athletes in the Las
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Vegas valley relied upon volunteer coaches, city recreation programs, and club organizations, such as the Girls Athletic Association (GAA) in order to play competitively. Bonnie Flaagan, former CCSD teacher and coach, explained the difficulties of providing girls’ sports during her time at J.D. Smith Middle School describing how from 1965 until 1972, the girls were forced to go to city recreation programs to play sports without any support or organization from the district. Flaagan explained how difficult it was to provide competitive sports for girls with so few coaches, no uniforms, no organized transportation, and usually for no money.\textsuperscript{293} The disparaging gap between girls’ and boys’ athletic participation at CCSD reflected a larger, national trend of high school sports. According to the 1970 National Federation of State High School Association participation statistics, 1,752,752 boys participated in baseball, basketball, volleyball, and track compared to just 222, 275 girls.\textsuperscript{294} In Nevada, boys had an eighty-eight percent higher participation rate than girls, 3,816 to 457.\textsuperscript{295} This reflected a larger, national trend that downplayed competitive interscholastic athletics for girls in favor of a more social, intramural atmosphere.

In 1970, Robert Lunt, head of student activities at CCSD, attended the American Health Association Conference held in Washington D.C., where he and other high school administrators discussed the need for equal organized athletic competition for female student-athletes.\textsuperscript{296} When he returned from the conference, Lunt informed Superintendent Kenny Guinn to prepare for federally mandated changes in female sports programs for all high schools. Already mired in a federal lawsuit regarding segregation in multiple CCSD elementary schools, Dr. Guinn instructed Norman Craft and Judy Cameron, members of the district’s student activities department, to begin developing a co-educational athletics program rather than wait for Title IX to pass.\textsuperscript{297} At the time, only the Girls Athletic Association,
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(GAA) a club organization that existed in some high schools, provided opportunities for female student-athletes to compete. In the spring of 1971, girls’ softball became the first sport offered at CCSD, given the existing facilities and the number of faculty members willing to coach. Later that spring, with the assistance of Craft, Cameron, and Linda Close, former volleyball coach at Valley High School, CCSD organized the first interscholastic girls’ softball tournament. One of the tournament’s standout performers, Renée Brown of Basic High School, garnered immediate attention as one of the district’s superior female athletes. Mr. Craft remembered Brown’s performance that day saying, “She was amazing! I told the coach, Judy Cameron, ‘Judy, you have to do something with that young lady.’ And they did, and boy, she just blossomed.” Brown would go on to become perhaps the greatest success story of Title IX at CCSD. “Her success was made possible because of girl’s athletics,” said Craft.

After graduating from Basic High School, Brown played basketball at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV). After graduating in 1978 with a degree in education, Brown began her teaching and coaching career at her alma mater, Cannon Junior High School. Brown later took coaching positions at Bonanza, Clark, and Chaparral High Schools. After a successful high school coaching career, Brown became an assistant coach at San Jose State University, University of Kansas, and Stanford University, where she helped the Cardinal win a national championship in 1992. In 1996, Brown accepted the position as Vice President of USA Women’s Basketball and chair of the committee that selected the U.S. National and Olympic Teams. Brown also served as an assistant coach for Team USA that took home the gold medal for women's basketball during the 1996 Olympic Games in Atlanta. Brown continued to work for USA Basketball, selecting the women’s team members for the Olympic Games in Sydney 2000, Athens 2004, and Beijing 2008. Brown recalled feeling proud and overcome with emotion in Sydney as

she watched her team during the medal ceremony, specifically recalling her personal journey and the athletic opportunities that young women have today, “The key, for me, is that today a ninth-grade girl at Basic can dream of going to the pros just like boys do. Girls didn’t have that dream 12 years ago.” In September 1996, the recently formed Women’s National Basketball Association (WNBA) hired Brown as its Director of Player Personnel. Brown later became Chief of Basketball Operations and Player Relations for WNBA where she served until 2016 when she announced she would be stepping down. As a pioneer in women’s professional basketball, Brown dedicated nearly twenty years to the WNBA administrating player-related policies and programs, overseeing all player scouting and acquisitions for the league, as well all on-court basketball rules and operations. As a middle school athlete from Henderson to a WNBA executive with a Fifth Avenue office just several doors down from National Basketball Association Commissioner Adam Silver, Brown represents what is possible when women are provided the same athletic opportunities.

Following the 1971 school year, the Student Activities Department of CCSD presented to the school board a plan to initiate a full co-educational sports program for all high schools in the Las Vegas valley. The activities department studied other athletic programs around the country and took into consideration CCSD’s student population and interests, climate, facilities, and budget. After considering the activities department’s plan, CCSD added golf, tennis, basketball, volleyball, and track to the girl’s athletic program the following year. Although initial Title IX legislation granted all state sponsored high schools and universities three years to comply with gender equality standards, CCSD, behind the leadership and initiative of Superintendent Kenny Guinn, established multi-sport athletic programs for its middle and high school female student-athletes years before the federal deadline. While CCSD proved to

be ahead of its time regarding Title IX compliance, multiple challenges remained for the district including the organization and administration of female athletics, coaching, facilities, budgets, and transportation.  

In 1973, after coaching at Rancho High School for six years, Norman Craft joined Robert Lunt in the district’s Athletic Office where he helped facilitate the implementation of Title IX. Craft described multiple challenges that came with forming a new girls’ athletic program, especially regarding uniforms. Aside from new uniform policies, Craft described other female-specific issues that the district needed to address including protocol for pregnant and married students.

CCSD’s commitment to Title IX also made a significant impact upon its middle schools. Erin Hill, volleyball coach at Green Valley High School, remembered having a multitude of athletic opportunities at William E. Orr Middle School. “I’ve said this many times, we had more of an opportunity, boys and girls, to play sports then, than we do today,” said Hill. “There was everything. Track, Cheer, Dance, Volleyball, Softball, Basketball, I played three sports.” Hill felt that in 1974, CCSD remained capable of financing middle and high school sports because the district had yet to experience the rapid growth of the late 1980s that depleted funding for extracurricular activities. Despite her many opportunities to play sports in middle school, Hill recalls how Title IX remained a controversial subject in her own household, “Title IX was a sensitive topic even in my own home,” said Hill. “My father played football for USC with Kenny [Guinn], he hated Title IX. Like most male athletes at the time, he felt Title IX hurt men’s programs. He was so old school that he refused to sign my letter of intent for me to play college volleyball!” By 1974, all eight high schools in the Las Vegas valley offered girls’ varsity sports in volleyball, basketball, golf, tennis, track, and softball. However, unlike the boys’ athletic programs, the district could not yet afford to provide any girls junior varsity or freshmen teams. Perhaps the largest obstacle facing the early years of Title IX in CCSD was the decision to play girls’ basketball in
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the fall and girls’ volleyball in the winter. Bonnie Flaagan recalls the difficulty scheduling practices and games around the boys’ teams, “We started that way in 1973, switching basketball and volleyball seasons. It simply wasn’t fair to the girls. Having to wait for the boys to finish in the gym during their basketball season, our volleyball season, it took a toll on the girls.” Erin Hill remembers the challenge of playing varsity volleyball in the winter for Valley High School, “We had to wait for the boys to finish basketball practice before we could even set up the nets. So, by the time we finished practice I had to ride my bike home in the dark, usually around 8 or 9 o’clock at night.” As governor of the high school coach’s board, Bonnie Flaagan heard multiple complaints from players, coaches, and parents, demanding that girls’ basketball and volleyball take place during the appropriate season. Following the girls’ basketball season in 1975, Flaggan approached Robert Lunt of the district’s athletic department and warned of a potential lawsuit to reorganize girls’ volleyball and basketball. The appropriate changes took place before the 1976 volleyball season.

Notwithstanding the organizational difficulties and budget constraints of launching a new girls’ sports program, CCSD quickly became a pioneer in administering girls’ sports by providing multiple athletic opportunities for its female student-athletes before the passage of any federal deadlines. Having a full interscholastic girls’ athletic program in 1971 made CCSD an exceptional school district in terms of gender equality. In fact, the state of Nevada could not hold a true state championship in any girls’ sport until 1977 because northern Nevada (Washoe County School District) failed to organize a satisfactory women’s sports program. CCSD’s early commitment to Title IX paved the way for thousands of young women to compete in interscholastic sports and benefit from those opportunities in multiple ways. In some cases, student-athletes like Renee Brown and Erin Hill earned college scholarships, and then later returned to CCSD as mentors and coaches, but perhaps more importantly, as proof of what could be
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accomplished through athletics. “I feel that CCSD has done a great job with Title IX; I’m a product of Title IX,” said Hill.312

By 2003, with a student enrollment of more than 270,000, 46 middle schools, and 34 high schools, CCSD had grown into the nation’s fifth largest school district. In order to accommodate the rapid growth of the student body, CCSD created junior varsity levels to the girls’ athletic program for all of its sanctioned sports, including freshmen levels for the more popular sports like basketball, softball, volleyball, and track and field. As CCSD’s fifty-year anniversary approached, the district demonstrated an ability to navigate through multiple challenges, including rapid growth, an ethnically and economically diverse population, teacher strikes, civil rights litigation, and budget constraints. However, because of these challenges, the girls’ athletic program remained neglected until 2008, when the parent of a female student-athlete filed a civil suit against the district and the Nevada Interscholastic Athletic Association (NIAA) for allegedly minimizing female athletic opportunities.313


“I felt like I was having opportunities stripped from me.”314

-Emma Johnson, student-athlete at Green Valley High School (2006-2010)

The Nevada Interscholastic Activities Association (NIAA) is the governing body for high school athletics in the state of Nevada.315 In addition to resolving disputes and establishing eligibility requirements for student-athletes, the NIAA is responsible for the approval and sanctioning of all high school sports, establishing state championships, the recognition of individual accomplishments and awards, and the organization of competition levels as determined by population, popularity, performance,
and attendance. Girls’ soccer in northern Nevada takes place during the fall season whereas girls’ soccer in Southern Nevada was considered a winter sport. As multiple high schools in both regions grew to Class 4A status, (the largest class) the NIAA decided to establish a unified season and an official state championship by moving Class 4A girls’ soccer in southern Nevada to the fall, allowing for a statewide tournament and a unified state champion. On March 5, 2005, the NIAA Board of Control voted 7 to 1 in support of the move, sanctioning Class 4A girls’ soccer as a fall sport effective as of the 2008-2009 season. At the time, Nevada remained the only state to award two state championships for schools in the same classification, not allowing the best from each region to play each other. However, the move would leave southern Nevada with basketball and bowling as the only winter sports available for girls compared to basketball, bowling, and wrestling for boys.

Shortly after the board’s decision, Assistant U.S. Attorney Eric Johnson, father of Emma Johnson, then a sophomore at Green Valley High School, decided to block the move, claiming the decision negatively affected participation opportunities as determined by Title IX. “Part of Title IX and part of girls’ sports is that they have recognition for their achievements similar to what is available for boys,” said Johnson. Emma Johnson, a member of the girls’ soccer and volleyball teams, could not participate in both sports, as student-athletes may only play one sport per season according to NIAA regulations. As a multi-sport athlete at Green Valley High School, Emma Johnson grew accustomed to playing sports in all three seasons as a freshman and sophomore. Johnson viewed the NIAA’s decision to move girls’ soccer to the fall as unfair to her and other multi-sport female athletes in southern Nevada. “When the NIAA decided to move soccer to the fall, instead of keeping it in the winter, I felt like I was having opportunities stripped from me,” said Johnson.
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against and that she was grateful her father was able to help.”

Johnson continued, “My father was Chief of the Criminal Division for the US attorney’s office. He dealt mostly with criminal cases. So, we both had to do our research to really have any chance of winning this case.”

Johnson’s objection to the move prompted NIAA Control Board Member Ray Mathis to ask for a special session for the board to meet on March 26, 2008. In that meeting, NIAA executive director Eddie Bonine reviewed the history of the proposed Class 4A girls’ soccer change from winter to fall. After reviewing the proposed change, Dr. Nancy Lough, UNLV Professor and Title IX Specialist, made a presentation to the board concerning Title IX and its legal mandates. Dr. Lough’s recommended that the NIAA establish a Gender Equity Committee to set goals and targets for the NIAA and CCSD. Dr. Lough also suggested the NIAA conduct a self-audit of all schools including those located within CCSD. In addition, Dr. Lough suggested an examination of school districts in Pennsylvania and Kentucky that conducted self-studies and compliance audits as examples. Following Dr. Lough’s presentation, NIAA executive director Eddie Bonine argued that the NIAA move forward with girls’ soccer in the fall and institute a unified Class 4A northern and southern Nevada state championship. The board voted 6 to 1 to proceed with the move. On April 1, 2008, Johnson filed an emergency class action lawsuit against the NIAA and Clark County School District (CCSD) aiming to stop the move. Mr. Bonine countered Johnson’s claim saying, “It isn’t up to the NIAA to determine which sports schools chose to offer.” Bonine argued the Board of Control decided years ago to move girls’ soccer to the fall and CCSD had many opportunities to add a girl’s sport or make whatever moves it thought was necessary to remain in Title IX compliance. According to Bonine, “We wanted to give Clark County the opportunity to prepare
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for the change. They've had three and a half years to do so and failed to do so.”

Bonine claimed that CCSD, not the NIAA, should be the target of Johnson’s complaint. According to the lawsuit, Johnson provided the NIAA with the option to continue sanctioning girls’ 4A soccer in southern Nevada with an official state championship and individual All-State and All-American awards, or the NIAA and CCSD must add another field sport in the winter for the south. On June 16, 2008, the NIAA maintained their commitment to moving girls’ soccer to the fall when the Control Board discussed how class 4A girl soccer in southern Nevada would not be part of the state tournament or awards if it were played in the winter. Johnson responded, disapproving of the NIAA’s decision telling the court, “I think sanctioning is recognition by the state body of the sport, the players, and their accomplishments. Clearly, the NIAA understood and intended to punish girls playing in the Clark County School District with this move.”

Mathis, who was also the executive director for athletics at CCSD, denied Johnson's accusation, “There is nobody on that board who would vote to hurt kids.” The NIAA refused to sanction girls’ soccer in southern Nevada, shifting the responsibility of Title IX compliance to CCSD by pressuring the district to provide an additional sport for girls in the winter. NIAA assistant director Donnie Nelson commented on the decision to move girls’ soccer saying the NIAA intended to make the change for several years. “It’s been an issue for multiple years,” Nelson said. Nelson added, “There are two unofficial reasons for keeping girls’ soccer in the fall, with boys’ soccer played in the fall, many boys’ soccer coaches also coached girls’ soccer and didn't want to lose the opportunity to coach both.”
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According to Erin Hill, the varsity girls’ volleyball coach at Green Valley High School, the district intended to establish girls’ lacrosse as a winter sport in order to provide female student-athletes in southern Nevada with additional opportunities to compete. However, because of budget constraints, such a move was financially unrealistic. Hill insisted that moving girls’ soccer to the fall was less about establishing a unified state champion and more representative of a desire to align all high school sports seasons with college sports. Mathis and fellow board member Bill Garris both desired a unified Class 4A girls’ soccer state champion and insisted to CCSD Superintendent Walt Rulffes that the district move forward with the move despite the threat of potential litigation. Rulffes ignored their protests, keeping girls’ soccer in the winter.

Despite CCSD’s failure to provide an additional sport for female student-athletes in the winter, Johnson decided to drop CCSD from the lawsuit citing how it decided to keep Class 4A girls’ soccer in the winter, play an independent schedule, and hired a Title IX consultant. By dropping CCSD from the lawsuit, Johnson signaled to the NIAA that it remained their responsibility to fall in line with the rest of the state. NIAA Assistant director Nelson commented on Johnson’s lawsuit, speculating on its relevance to Title IX. “His argument isn’t what Title IX is about,” said Nelson. Referring to Johnson’s claim that the move limited girl’s opportunities in the winter, Nelson said, "I don't necessarily say that Mr. Johnson found a loophole, he found an avenue. It's a very interesting argument.” Nelson continued, "It may be in some strange way related to a landmark case.”

Nelson was correct; there was a legal precedent for Johnson’s lawsuit. In 1998, the Communities for Equity sued the Michigan High School Athletic Association (MHSAA) for scheduling six girls’ sports, and no boys’ sports during nontraditional seasons. The Communities for Equality claimed the
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move harmed girls in ways boys were not, including limiting opportunities for college recruiting, and to
compete for athletic scholarships. Additionally, the lawsuit claimed girls lost opportunities to play club
sports and for awards and recognition, such as All-American teams. In addition, because of MHSAA’s
actions, girls lost valuable skill building and recruiting opportunities at club tournaments. After the
case went to trial in 2001, the U.S. District Court ruled that by scheduling the six girls’ sports outside of
traditional seasons, MHSAA violated Title IX, the Constitution, and Michigan state law. The MHSAA
appealed the ruling. In 2004, the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals upheld the district court’s decision,
finding it redundant to consider the Title IX or state law violations. The court’s decision mandated that
beginning in 2007, the MHSAA must implement a plan to establish both girl’s and boys’ sports during
traditional seasons.

As Emma Johnson prepared for the court proceedings, she understood that her father not only had
to convince the court that her constitutional rights had been violated, but that he had to do so amidst harsh
criticism by the media, the NIAA, parents, and even teammates from her own high school. “I would read
news articles written about my father and I by the head of the NIAA, where he completely bashed us and
insulted our completely harmless intentions. That was in the paper, and we had to deal with everyone
reading it and making their own predictions about what was going down,” said Johnson. Emma
Johnson described how girls from her own team called from blocked numbers to harass her, call her
“stupid spoiled bitch” and other names that really brought her down. Parents and players from other
schools write blogs about her, calling her and her family “awful people.” The Las Vegas Review-
Journal had an online forum where parents and other female soccer players wrote hurtful and critical
comments about Johnson and her father. “The harassment got so bad and personal, including threats,”
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said Hill, “that the R.J. (Las Vegas Review-Journal) was forced to shut down the blog.”

Johnson explained how the Nevada media controlled the narrative regarding her lawsuit, describing the case as simply one parent’s selfish desire to change the landscape of Class 4A girls’ soccer for his daughter. “All the headlines and content that identified us as the only individuals responsible for blocking the unification of Class 4A girls’ soccer ignored the fact that so many other girls in the district were also negatively affected,” said Johnson. On August 9, 2009, the Las Vegas Review-Journal published an article entitled, “Parent Sues NIAA over Soccer Ruling.” The Sparks Tribune published an article quoting Reed High School girls’ soccer coach Jason Saville condemning Johnson, "I applaud his [Bonine’s] courage for moving forward in this debacle. I’m not frustrated with anybody except one individual [Johnson].” Saville added, “A state tournament would have four teams. One person [Johnson] can affect the lives of roughly 72 kids. Unfortunately, that’s America today.” Mr. Bonine had similar comments in the same article, “It may not go without litigation, but I will not let one parent, one dad, one attorney hold us hostage.” Bonine continued, “I have not gotten one phone call (to complain about the season change). This is one parent using his status to try and muscle the NIAA and Clark County School District.” The Sparks Tribune issued another article featuring Dan Phillips, principal of Palo Verde High School and fellow NIAA board member, who also implied the lawsuit reflected the desires of only one individual, “I haven’t heard one complaint from people in the South or North (about a unified fall season),” said Phillips. "My high school is at the forefront of girls’ soccer and I haven’t heard one complaint.” The Tahoe Daily Tribune also singled out Johnson for his efforts to bring equal athletic opportunities to girls in CCSD saying, “The unification was originally supposed to go into effect prior to the 2008 season, but a Green Valley High School parent filed suit prior to the season.”
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*Valley Times* claimed that more than 600 girls, their parents, families, and fans and the game of soccer in Southern Nevada were held hostage by “one misguided parent in Henderson.”

On August 16, 2016, Judge Brian Sandoval began hearing testimony. Ray Mathis and Eddie Bonine took the stand, where both argued against Johnson and defended the NIAA’s decision to move class 4A girls’ soccer to the fall. Emma Johnson recalled feeling attacked as both witnesses continued utilizing the popular narrative of one parent’s crusade against the state, “They used words like ‘unnecessary’, ‘short-sighted’, ‘baseless’, and ‘selfish’ to describe me and my accusations.” Johnson continued, “It was hurtful, but I wanted to show that this case wasn’t just about me, but that many of my friends, teammates, and other girls would have opportunities taken away too.”

During the following session on August 23, 2008, Johnson accused the district of gender discrimination, citing how boys had more athletic opportunities and sports from which to choose. Then, in an effort to demonstrate to the court how the case was not just about one parent and his daughter, Johnson invited more than thirty female student-athletes of CCSD into the courtroom affected by moving girls’ soccer to the fall. Johnson’s decision to include other female student-athletes generated mixed opinions. “I give Mr. Johnson credit for shedding light on the gender inequality within CCSD’s athletic program, clearly there was work to do,” said Dr. Nancy Lough. “However, I feel that he used his position and experience as the Assistant U.S. Attorney to twist the case. Believe me, if I felt he had a legitimate argument, I would fight for his side, I just felt that he was doing this more for his daughter and not for the benefit of all girls in CCSD.” Erin Hill applauded Emma for her resourcefulness, “I love how she gathered other girls from her club soccer and club volleyball teams, she really showed a lot of guts taking on the NIAA and CCSD.”
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Following two sessions of courtroom testimony, the NIAA informed Mr. Johnson and Judge Sandoval that they wanted to seek a settlement. Citing mounting legal fees, Mr. Bonine admitted the NIAA decided not to pursue the case any further, however he insisted the situation remained fluid, “It’s gonna burn me. The bottom line is that until there is a true state champion in soccer, I’m not resting.”

The NIAA Board of Control called a special session at the NIAA Reno office on September 10, 2008. In that meeting, Ray Mathis called for a vote on the settlement of Johnson et al v. NIAA, agreeing to sanction Class 4A girls’ soccer as a winter sport for the 2008-09 season. In addition, the NIAA agreed to work with CCSD to create an additional winter sport in a “timely” manner. The board voted 7 to 1 in favor of the settlement.

Viewing the settlement as a victory, Mr. Johnson anticipated working with CCSD in the future, “The main thing is looking forward to working with the district to ensure greater equality of sports and opportunities for girls.” When asked about the addition of another girls’ sport Mr. Johnson replied, “The association has agreed to assist the district in creating a new sport. That is what we always wanted to come out of this situation in the first place.”

When asked about her experience as the plaintiff in a case that generated intense debate and opposition, Emma Johnson replied, “Now that I reflect upon what happened, I was so young to have gone through all that scrutiny and criticism. I had no idea that my father and I would become media targets, I never imagined it would be so hard, but I learned a lot about the importance of standing up. I just hope that my experience might inspire other women to stand up as well.”

On June 16, 2009, the NIAA Board of Control met again to determine whether to move Class 4A girls’ soccer to the fall. Citing the district’s failure to add an additional winter sport, Ray Mathis suggested another lawsuit would follow should they vote to move girls’ soccer to the fall, and
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recommended that no action take place. "The only way (Eric Johnson, the Green Valley parent) would not file a complaint would be if we were to add a girls’ sport in the winter season, which at this point we’re unable to do," Mathis said. The board voted to keep the status quo for an additional year. Fearing another lawsuit and without a sport to add to the winter season, Class 4A girls’ soccer remained a winter sport for two more years. On May 14, 2012, the Reno Gazette-Journal issued a story claiming that CCSD would be implementing girls’ flag football that fall.362 While Ray Mathis denied the report, he admitted the district would add a new sport that year.363 On August 9, 2012, CCSD Superintendent Dwight Jones made the official announcement that the district would be offering girls’ flag football as a varsity sport.364 With the announcement of an additional winter sport for CCSD, the NIAA Board of Control voted once again to move Class 4A girls’ soccer to the fall.365

The Johnson case brought attention to the existing gender inequality within the nation’s fifth largest school district. Several CCSD executives insist that the NWLC became aware of the district’s noncompliance status with Title IX because of the lawsuit. “I did not contact the NWLC,” Dr. Nancy Lough said. “I was hired by CCSD to make sure they steered clear of any investigation, but it would not surprise that the Johnson case is responsible.”366 Aside from a personal victory for the Johnson’s and bringing the issue of gender equality in high school athletics to the Las Vegas community, perhaps the greatest consequence of the Johnson case appeared two years later. On November 10, 2010, the National Women’s Law Center (NWLC) filed a gender discrimination complaint against CCSD claiming the district offered fewer athletic opportunities for its female student body. With CCSD in the crosshairs of one of the largest gender rights groups in the county and the threat of another potential Title IX lawsuit looming, CCSD needed to quickly address the prevailing gender inequality within its athletic program.

On November 10, 2010, the National Women's Law Center (NWLC) filed administrative complaints against twelve school districts across the country, including Clark County School District (CCSD).\footnote{Chicago Public Schools (IL), Clark County School District (NV), Columbus City Schools (OH), Deer Valley Unified School District (AZ), Henry County Schools (GA), Houston Independent School District (TX), Irvine Unified School District (CA), New York City Department of Education (NY), Oldham County Schools (KY), Sioux Falls School District (SD), Wake County Public School System (NC), and Worcester Public Schools (MA).} Using each schools’ own data collected by the U.S. Department of Education’s Office for Civil Rights (OCR) in 2006, the NWLC identified these twelve districts as failing to provide high school girls with equal opportunities to play sports; a violation of Title IX.\footnote{U.S. Department of Education Office for Civil Rights Seattle Office, Administrative Class Complaint, National Women’s Law Center. Washington D.C., November 10, 2010.} “These 12 school districts are the tip of the iceberg,” said NWLC Co-President Marcia Greenberger. Greenberger illustrated how nationwide, only 41 percent of all high school athletes are girls, even though they make up half the student population, and that schools are giving girls 1.3 million fewer opportunities than boys to play sports.\footnote{National Women’s Law Center. “Center Files Title IX Complaints against 12 School Districts.” NWLC. November, 10, 2010. https://nwlc.org/press-releases/center-files-title-ix-complaints-against-12-school-districts/. (Accessed December 30, 2016).}

These complaints originated from the NWLC’s new campaign, Rally for Girls’ Sports: She’ll Win More than a Game, designed to educate schools, the public, and parents about the rampant inequality that female student-athletes face in high school sports programs in an effort to encourage parents to press for change. The NWLC specifically charged CCSD with failing to comply with the proportionality requirement for girls’ sports as established by the 1979 Policy Interpretation of Title IX. Title IX requires federally funded schools to provide opportunities for
girls to play sports in proportion to the percentage of girls enrolled. According to the OCR, the average participation gap (the difference between the percentage of girls enrolled and the percentage of athletes who are girls) of the high schools in CCSD was 10.1 percent, well beyond the acceptable limit of 3 percent.\(^{371}\) More specifically, 16 of the CCSD’s 31 high schools that reported athletes in 2006 had participation gaps of 10 or more percentage points. The NWLC estimated CCSD shorted its female students by 3,591 fewer opportunities to play competitive sports during the 2006-07 academic year.\(^{372}\) Ray Mathis, Executive Director for Student Activities for CCSD, responded to the NWLC’s complaint saying, “We have been proactive regarding Title IX. We are not under investigation, we are not in violation of Title IX as of yet.”\(^{373}\) Mathis continued, “We have implemented girls’ intramural programs for non-sanctioned sports like badminton, lacrosse, and flag football.”\(^{374}\)

In response to the NWLC’s claim, CCSD again employed UNLV professor and Title IX expert, Dr. Nancy Lough, for assistance. “Critical to meeting Title IX’s proportionality requirement is the assessment of interest, if the interest is met, no change is needed,” said Lough. Dr. Lough explained how another avenue for satisfying Title IX’s three-prong compliance test is demonstrating a history of expanded athletic programs for girls. Unfortunately for CCSD, the last sport added was boys’ volleyball in 1990.\(^{375}\) Furthermore, as part of the settlement reached in \textit{Johnson et. al v. NIAA} (2008), the U.S District Court ruled that CCSD needed to add another winter sport for girls and the district failed to do so.\(^{376}\) Mathis cited the district’s rapid growth as
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part of its inability to satisfy the increasing demands for girls athletic opportunities, “We simply were not keeping up with the growing interest in girls’ sports,” said Mathis. Dr. Lough agreed with Mathis’ assessment, “The NWLC picked the largest, fastest growing school districts in all twelve regions named in the complaint.” In 2011, CCSD issued a survey to its female students in order to determine which sport to add based upon the amount of interest. Competitive cheerleading garnered the most support, followed by lacrosse, then flag football. Mr. Mathis and the CCSD student activities department, with the assistance of Dr. Lough, assessed the results of the survey to determine which sport could best satisfy participation requirements, fulfill interest levels, as well as be cost effective to a school district already plagued with budget limits. Following the assessment, CCSD chose to add flag football to its sports program.

The decision to add flag football rather than cheerleading and lacrosse quickly received criticism from parents, students, and faculty members of CCSD. Erin Hill, volleyball coach at Green Valley High School, questioned the district’s decision, “Flag football is great, it’s obviously become popular and the girls love it, but it’s a recreation sport, it doesn’t provide the girls with a chance to play in college like lacrosse does.” Hill continued, “The district simply chose the easiest, cheapest solution to comply with Title IX, but in reality, it goes against what Title IX stands for.” Hill, like Dr. Nancy Hogshead Makar, believes that Title IX goes beyond managing participation numbers just for image sake, but that the essence of the law, especially at the high school level, is to provide equal athletic opportunities that can also result in equal college scholarships and eligibility benefits. Dr. Lough defended the district’s decision,
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“Competitive cheerleading simply was not an option.” Citing the U.S. District Court ruling in *Biediger v. Quinnipiac* (2010), Dr. Lough explained, “The ruling said a Title IX sport must include competitions during a regular competing season and this competition must be the main goal of the sport. Cheerleading, as of yet, fails to meet the criteria that requires organized competition and a championship.”

When asked why CCSD overlooked lacrosse, Dr. Lough explained, “We took into consideration the fact that lacrosse is relatively new to Las Vegas, the district lacks both qualified coaches and the necessary equipment, which is quite costly.” Additionally, critics of the decision argued that flag football fails to provide girls with scholarship opportunities since it is not a collegiate sport. Dr. Lough countered the claim explaining that college scholarships are not the focus the decision, participation is. “The majority of CCSD athletes who earn athletic scholarships choose to attend universities within the Mountain West Conference. As of now, Mountain West does not offer gymnastics, field hockey, or lacrosse.” Dr. Lough continued, “The decision to add flag football addresses a larger, cultural issue regarding the larger benefits of athletic participation over opportunities to play in college.”

Dr. Lough cited numerous studies that have documented the benefits of young women that play sports, including greater academic success, less drug use and teenage pregnancy, and higher self-esteem. Dr. Lough explained that young women who play sports are more likely to graduate from high school, achieve higher scores on standardized tests, and earn better grades than non-athletes. Playing sports also decreases a young woman’s chance of developing osteoporosis, heart disease, obesity, and other health problems. NWLC Senior Counsel, Neena Chaudhry,
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echoed Dr. Lough’s comments, “When girls have the chance to play, they win more than a game. They lead healthier, happier and more successful lives.”

Mathis maintained support for the district’s decision, citing an existing interest in the Las Vegas community for flag football, “Many communities already have flag football leagues, the interest was already there. Plus, we had the coaches in place; the officials are already in agreement, as well as transportation and uniforms.” Also, Las Vegas and Henderson already had very successful club flag football leagues available to elementary and middle school girls. Dr. Lough agreed, citing a growing national interest and its cost effectiveness for the district, “Flag Football is currently sanctioned in Alaska, Florida, D.C., and New York City. We are expecting at least 30 girls per team in CCSD to participate, and with 32 high schools offering flag football, that is 960 additional opportunities for girls. Also, here in Las Vegas we already have the facilities in place with minimal equipment costs.”

The criticisms surrounding CCSD’s decision to add girls’ flag football are reminiscent of a recent debate in the state of Florida. Beginning in the late 1990’s in Palm Beach County, Florida became the first state to sanction girls’ flag football because of its disparaging athletic participation numbers for its female students. Nearly two decades later, more than five thousand girls participate in flag football state wide, yet controversy still surrounds the sport. In May 2010, Neena Chaudhry, the senior counsel at the National Women’s Law Center, who also helped file the administrative complaint against CCSD, argued flag football does not provide the same opportunities for college scholarships that boys receive. “No one is saying flag football
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isn’t a great sport to play, but I do think it’s relevant to ask questions about whether girls are getting the same kind of educational opportunities as boys, said Chaudhry.”\textsuperscript{388} Women’s sports historian Nancy Hogshead-Makar, a three-time Olympic gold medalist in swimming and law professor, questioned the motive behind the decision to add flag football, implying it was all about raising participation numbers, “It did not come from a groundswell,” said Hogshead-Makar. “It was done by school administrators, not by kids.”\textsuperscript{389} Coaches in Florida disagree with Hogshead-Makar, arguing that interest is so high, that despite offering varsity, junior varsity, and freshmen levels, cuts are still required.\textsuperscript{390} In addition, coaches of other sports are upset because they are losing so many of their best athletes to flag football. Donna Lopiano, former Chief Executive Officer of the Woman’s Sports Foundation, credits flag football for its inclusiveness, saying how girls of all body types can succeed in the sport. Now a Title IX consultant for multiple universities and school districts, Lopiano, when asked how to remedy a school facing scrutiny for gender inequity, said, “I would do this [add flag football] in two seconds.”\textsuperscript{391}

The 2012-2013 school year marked the inaugural girls’ flag football season for CCSD with thirty-five schools fielding a varsity team. Each team played a minimum of twenty games, including the opportunity for playoff competition and a CCSD championship. Flag football quickly gained popularity and enthusiasm throughout the community, prompting the district to add a junior varsity level the following year. On April 13, 2013, CCSD issued a voluntary resolution agreement to the NWLC in which the district illustrated its progress regarding the provision of more athletic opportunities for girls and promised to continue the evaluation of its female student body and the existence of any unmet athletic interests. CCSD also assured the
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NWLC that it would immediately assess if girl’s teams exercised cuts, the possible creation of freshmen and junior varsity levels of an existing sport, and the option to offer additional sports. The 2013-14 flag football season saw an increase in participation and attendance, which encouraged CCSD to add a freshmen level. The district added a freshmen level for girls’ soccer beginning in 2014. By the 2014-15 school year, the addition of three levels of girls’ flag football along with freshmen girls’ soccer provided an estimated 1,400 new opportunities to play sports for the young women of CCSD. “This debate has surrounded Title IX for over 40 years, interest versus opportunity,” said Dr. Lough. Citing the 2012 Olympic Games in London where the U.S fielded more female athletes than males for the first time in history, “It has long been argued that women fail to participate in athletics because they simply lack the interest, however, we now see that when the opportunity is provided, women will participate.” On April 15, 2015, during the NIAA Board of Control Meeting, the board voted to sanction girls’ flag football as an official state-sponsored sport that includes individual all-state awards and an official state championship. “This has been a long four- or five-year process,” said CCSD executive athletic director Ray Mathis, a member of the Board of Control. “We have increased girl’s participation numbers. It’s been a positive thing. It’s been a good thing for girls in Clark County.” The NIAA’s decision reflected the fast-growing participation numbers and support received by the community. “I’ve seen a lot of kids playing flag football that have not played
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any sport before,” said board member Erin Cranor. “It has been a good thing.”396 Today, girls’ flag football is the fastest growing sport in Nevada, and in the country.397

**Conclusion**

According to CCSD’s voluntary resolution agreement issued to the NWLC, by the end of the academic years of 2013, 2014, and 2015, the district agreed to submit to the OCR detailed information regarding the accommodation of athletic interests and abilities of its female high school students at each high school. CCSD also agreed to provide the OCR with a copy of the NIAA athletic rosters of the previous year for each team from each high school. Additionally, CCSD agreed to submit the breakdown of enrollment by gender for each high school and any information regarding the increase to the size of its teams, including the addition of new sports and levels of existing sports. Finally, CCSD promised to make available a forum on its website for interested parties to petition new sports or additional levels of existing sports at any district high school.398

While CCSD is not officially under investigation by the OCR or in violation of Title IX, the administrative complaint filed by the NWLC served as a notice that the female students of the district received significantly less opportunities to play interscholastic sports, and if not promptly remedied, the OCR would intervene, resulting in the potential loss of federal funding. CCSD responded to the complaint with student interest surveys, the creation of additional levels of existing sports, the formation of a new sport, and by hiring a Title IX consultant. Finally,

CCSD understands that the OCR will continue to monitor the information provided by the district until the OCR determines that CCSD has fulfilled the terms of its resolution agreement and complies with the proportionality mandates of Title IX. That decision has not yet been made.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION – MOVING FORWARD WITH TITLE IX

“People want Title IX.”
– Nancy Hogshead-Makar – Historian

Before the passage of Title IX, women in the United States demonstrated a desire to participate in athletics and competitive sports by challenging the existing cultural and social attitudes regarding gender roles and the frailty of the female physique. In addition to shedding restrictive stereotypes, women proactively formed their own teams, established their own rules and regulations, as well as created their own athletic associations where they could play and compete separately from the men. The creation of women’s sports leagues, women’s athletic associations, and the individual athletic accomplishments of women like “Babe” Didrikson, Wilma Rudolph, and Billy Jean King all contributed to the progress and evolution of women’s athletics, yet sexist policies and ideologies remained.

During the 1950s and 1960s, women across the country mobilized and organized themselves in order to resist gender discrimination that deprived them of economic, political, and educational opportunities, culminating in the passage of Title IX. Title IX generated immediate controversy and resistance as politicians, university officials, and male sports organizations attempted to exempt themselves as well as minimize the law’s influence. Despite intense obstruction efforts, Title IX survived the NCAA’s ire, multiple legal challenges, and a presidential administration dedicated to reducing the influence of government, specifically its civil rights mandates.

Critical to this study was my analysis of the acceptance and enforcement of Title IX in the American West, specifically at the University of Nevada, Reno and Clark County School District in Nevada. Given the West’s historical reputation for greater freedoms and opportunities for women, I desired to find out if Title IX was the beneficiary of any regional “exceptionalism.” My research revealed that the history of women’s athletics at the University of Nevada, Reno begins progressively with opportunity and success. UNR hired progressive, innovative female educators who resembled more of
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what society called, “The New Woman.” These coaches desired to bring gender equality to UNR as well as respectability to the women’s athletic program by rejecting the old ideology of “Play Days” and non-competitive intramural sports. Title IX at UNR encountered vast speculation and contempt as local politicians, university officials, and athletic executives attempted to exempt UNR from any government mandated gender equity legislation. Yet, intense community activism, both on and off campus, reshaped the prevailing sexist attitudes, creating an environment at UNR that later embraced gender equality. After committing to Title IX, UNR became of the most exemplary college sports programs in the nation for gender equality.

My analysis of the history and impact of Title IX at CCSD demonstrates that the answers to gender equality in athletics can be attributed to the proactive and progressive actions of the Superintendent Kenny Guinn, Robert Lunt, Norman Craft, Judy Cameron, Bonny Flaagan, and other district administrators and coaches who initially embraced Title IX. These men and women of CCSD also realized that the world of athletics belonged to girls too. Women of CCSD, like Erin Hill and Renee Brown, exemplify how many opportunities athletics can provide beyond high school. These women represent how given the opportunity, all girls can receive the benefits of participating in interscholastic competition, like physical fitness, improved self-confidence, and even college scholarships. The legal cases of Emma Johnson and the NWLC against CCSD revealed years of neglect and the inadequate amount of resources and opportunities given to the female student-athletes of southern Nevada. More importantly, these cases remind us that too often girls sports continue to be pushed to the periphery of importance for many of our nation’s school districts. According to historian Nancy Hogshead-Makar, the saga of Title IX at UNR and CCSD reflects a national trend, “No matter how you slice the data, by urban areas, rural towns, or suburbs, by region of the country, or by percentage of students on free or reduced lunch programs, girls receive about twenty to thirty percent less opportunities than whatever schools are offering boys.”
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Once presented with the issue of gender equity in athletics, CCSD took ownership of the matter by hiring a Title IX consultant, surveying student interest, and ultimately chose to add a new sport to its athletic program. By adding girls’ flag football, CCSD created over one thousand additional athletic opportunities for its female athletes, yet the decision came with controversy, “My issue with flag football is that, unlike the men’s sport of football that provides boys with over a billion dollars in scholarships, flag football is a go-nowhere sport. No Olympic, no professional, no men’s sports stop in high school. It’s hard to make the case that flag football is giving girls educational opportunities,” Hogshead-Makar said. While there is still work to be done, CCSD’s commitment to provide more athletic opportunities for its female student body has paid immediate dividends for southern Nevada, and is also potentially responsible for additional Title IX reforms in school districts around the country. On June 27, 2016, the parents of six Utah high school students filed a lawsuit in U.S. District Court against three school districts and the Utah High School Athletics Association (UHSAA) for failing to provide a girls’ football team. The lawsuit claims that Jordan, Granite, and Canyon school districts are in violation of Title IX for failing to provide equal opportunities to play football. Among the plaintiffs are 14-year-old Sammie Gordon, who gained national attention, including an appearance on a Wheaties box, for her football talents and for starting a girls’ tackle football league. This lawsuit represents a growing national interest in football among female high school student-athletes and a desire for more athletic opportunities.

Similar to immigrants, African Americans, and other ethnic minority groups, women also harnessed to power of sports to promote gender equality and inclusion, as they advocated for more educational, political, and social opportunities. Female athletes, both amateur and professional, shattered discriminatory stereotypes about the female physique while they championed different causes ranging from suffrage to property rights, to equal employment and educationally opportunities, resulting in the
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passage of Title IX. Since Title IX, women have continued to utilize sports to breakdown gender stereotypes, develop leadership skills, and improve self-esteem. Today, more women are playing sports in high school and college than ever before, and its effect upon our society is palpable. More scholarships are being offered to young women, professional sports leagues are expanding, women’s amateur and professional sports are being broadcasted by more networks and for more money, and more companies like Nike and Under Armor are creating marketing campaigns for gender equality.

Despite these gains, the educational and athletic opportunities for women, including financial resources, continue to lag behind the men. In 2014, According to the Women’s Sports Foundation, high schools provided approximately 1.3 million fewer athletic opportunities for female students, and only forty two percent of athletic scholarship dollars went towards women. Moving forward, CCSD has demonstrated a commitment to provide equal athletic opportunities for women, yet there remains a significant shortage of female coaches and athletic administrators. Unfortunately, this is a reflection of a national trend in high school and college athletics. In 2012, CCSD fielded thirty-four varsity flag football teams, yet only six schools claimed a female head coach. Also, the majority of women’s basketball coaches at CCSD are men, yet the most successful basketball head coach in the district, men’s and women’s, is Karen Weitz of Centennial High School.

“People want Title IX,” said Hogshead-Makar. “Republicans, Democrats, Independents, from all areas of the country. Whether they’re married, with children or single. Regardless of age, people are
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in favor of the statute. The people enforcing it, Athletic Directors, think that girls should have opportunities, just not as many as the boys. When asked how best to address this discrepancy, Hogshead-Makar replied, “More sports! It’s an excellent investment in our youth!”

---

*Photo 1: Green Valley High School Girls Flag Football Team 2014 Sunrise Region Champions.*
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